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Singularly Suffolk

Civil Service
HEN YOU ADD

up the numbers
for Charlotte
Golar Richie
MBA ’09 (14%),
Dan Conley JD
’83 (11%), and
Michael Ross
JD ’07 (7%),
nearly 1 in 3
voters in Boston’s mayoral primary this past
fall cast their ballot for a Suffolk University
graduate. Many of the dozen campaigns also
had Suffolk students and alumni in key roles.
The entire campaign of new Boston Mayor
Marty Walsh was run by Megan Costello
BS ’09, who became his campaign manager
just four years out of college. Costello, who
believes that “politics is all about personal
relationships,” didn’t know Walsh prior to
working for him. But she became wellconnected by being well-prepared. She began
working in campaigns at 18, volunteering for
a state representative in her hometown of
Reading, Massachusetts. Back then, Costello
was seeking a college experience in down
town Boston and says, “Suffolk was the per
fect school for me.” Choosing Suffolk enabled
her to volunteer for the homeless and attend
forums on community issues and hearings
at the State House. “Going to school in the
heart of the city allowed me to network not
just within the school but also throughout
the city of Boston,” she recalls. “I was also
able to connect with some incredible profes
sors like Amy Agigian [sociology], Michele
Plott [history], and [government professors]
Rachael Cobb and Brian Conley, who were
fantastic role models for me and provided
me with some amazing opportunities and
many thoughtful conversations that shaped
my vision for what I wanted to do.”
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In 2010, Costello became executive as
sistant and then community engagement
director for Newton Mayor Setti Warren
JD ’07. Two years later, she got “a oncein-a-lifetime offer” to work for President
Obama’s re-election campaign, overseeing a
staff of 16 and nearly a quarter of the coun
ties in the swing state of Iowa. She returned
to Massachusetts as statewide volunteer
coordinator for then Congressman Edward
Markey’s senatorial campaign, and Walsh
reached out to her shortly after she finished
working on that race.
“We met a few times and I knew he was
someone I wanted to work for,” Costello re
calls. “He is committed to public service and
believes, as I do, that government is about
helping people.”
Government may be about helping
people, but campaigns these days rarely
seem so noble. Even many jaded politicos
and media analysts expressed surprise
at the relatively positive tone of Boston’s
preliminary mayoral election. Golar-Richie
describes “a mutual feeling of goodwill”
with her fellow Suffolk graduates Conley
and Ross, adding, “Mike and Dan were ter
rific candidates to campaign with ... I have a
lot of high regard for them getting into the
race, and my view was elevated because of
my interaction with them.”
For his part, Ross believes there was a
connection between the tone of the cam
paign and the ability to focus on substantive
issues like housing and jobs. “I attribute
much of this to the collegiality at play dur
ing the campaign,” he observes. “Did it help
that a handful of the candidates had Suffolk
backgrounds? Sure. The skills I learned at
Suffolk University Law School have made
me a better lawyer, a better public policy
initiator, and a better candidate.”

In a candid account of his experience as
a candidate (“BackStory,” pg. 56), Conley
confesses that circumstances during the
campaign didn’t always “afford me much
to smile about.” Yet he characterizes the
overall tenor of the race as “a team of rivals:
Bostonians from very different walks of
life with what were at times very different
ideas about how best to lead the city, but
all deeply committed to making it a better
place to live, work, go to school, and raise
a family. We were political, to be sure, but
much more sporting than vengeful, to name
Boston’s three famous interests.”
With such a strong Suffolk presence in
such a largely positive contest, could there be
something about the educational experience
here that encourages a new political civility?
Associate professor and Government Depart
ment chair Rachael Cobb believes that “our
focus on pragmatic solutions to governance
challenges along with our mission of help
ing students develop hands-on experience
means that our graduates leave here having a
deep sense of what is possible and a commit
ment to engaging in positive debate.”
In an increasingly toxic political envi
ronment, many dedicated public servants
have opted for early retirement, and the
most idealistic aspirants may avoid politics
altogether. By providing a training ground
in which participants learn to campaign
aggressively but agreeably, perhaps Suffolk
can help restore a political environment
that attracts talented and public spirited
individuals. Coming off Mayor Walsh’s
victory, her third campaign in just over a
year, Costello’s immediate plan is “catching
up on sleep.” Yet she describes herself as “a
campaigner at heart... always interested in
what my potential adventure might be. So
who knows where I might be next.”

Contributors

1. Allison V. Smith

3. Michael J. Clarke

6. Dan Conley JD '83

PHOTOGRAPHER / GET SHORTY," PG. 26

PHOTOGRAPHER / "RAMBLINGS," PGS. 8 AND 10

WRITER/ "BACKSTORY," PG. 56

In 2004, Smith left her staff photography position at
the Dallas Morning News to pursue a career as a fine
art and freelance editorial photographer. Since then,
her editorial photography has appeared in publications
from The Wall Street Journal to The New York Times,
while her fine art work is represented in the permanent
collections of the Oallas Museum of Art, the Museum of
Fine Arts in Houston, and the Savannah College of Art
and Design in Atlanta. In 2008, Smith and her mother
published a book of photography, Reflection of a Man:
The Photographs of Stanley Marcus.

Suffolk University’s staff photographer has worked for
numerous national publications Including more than five
years as an assistant photographer at Sports Illustrated,
where he travelled for portrait and action shoots such
as the 2010 Winter Olympics, the 2012 Super Bowl and
March Madness.

As Suffolk County District Attorney, Conley is the chief
law enforcement officer for Boston, Chelsea, Revere,
and Winthrop, Massachusetts, and was a candidate in
Boston’s 2013 mayoral race. A career prosecutor, he has
a national reputation for innovation and reform, earning
praise from the Innocence Project for his work to identify,
correct, and prevent wrongful convictions, and from
human rights advocates for legislation he drafted to treat
sexually exploited youth as victims rather than offenders.
He lives in Boston with his wife and two children.

2. John Cuneo
ILLUSTRATOR/ LAuKi.lUlly

HG 5G

The distinctive style of illustrations by John Cuneo will
be familiar to readers of such publications as Esquire.
The New Yorker, The New York Times, Entertainment
Weekly, Mother Jones and Town & Country. Compila
tions of his personal drawings include "nEuROTIC" and
an eponymously-titled collection. His work has received
nine medals from the Society of Illustrators, and in 2011
he received the Hamilton King Award.

4. Dana Smith
PHOTOGRAPHER / THE BEST LAWYERS MONEY CAN'T BUY." PG. 38

Dana Smith's photos have appeared in such publications
as The New York Times Magazine, Time, Bloomberg/
BusinessWeek, Nature Science Journal, Stern, Boston,
and Yankee. He has been an instructor at New England
School of Photography in Boston since 1999.
5. Jaime Aron
WRITER/"GET SHORTY," PG 26

As Texas sports editor for the Associated Press from
1999 to 2012, Aron covered the Dallas Cowboys and Mav
ericks as well as the Olympics, and several Super Bowls,
World Series, and NBA Finals, He was AP Sports Writer
of the Year for 2001 and has written five books. Aron now
writes for the American Heart Association and teaches
sports journalism at the University of North Texas, while
living in Dallas with his wife, their three sons, and dog.

7. The Heads of State
ILLUSTRATORS/COVER

Bands such as Wilco and Iron and Wine and companies
from Nike to Subaru, have called on Dustin Summers,
Jason Kernevich, and Woody Harrington, a.k.a. The Heads
of State, for a wide range of projects. In 2012, they launched
Pilot and Captain, which features t-shirts, posters, and
other products inspired by the Golden Age of Travel.
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Correspondence Re: Fall 2013 Issue
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BOSTON STRONG

William Evans BS ’8S
The profile on Boston Police
Commissioner William Evans is
a great depiction of the human
spirit and fervent hometown
pride of a distinguished Suf
folk graduate. The selflessness
displayed by Bill Evans speaks
volumes about his commitment
to his city. His ethic of duty be
fore self brings to mind soldiers
I worked with while deployed
last year with the U.S. Army
in Kandahar, Afghanistan.
Responsible for training Afghan
Security Forces in the rule of
law and building a sustainable
police and court system, we
were required to work within
the community to build a trust
among the locals. Similar to Ev
ans’ effort in Boston, the impor
tance behind getting involved
in the community directly can
not be overstated. I am inspired
by his outstanding work in the
BPD and am grateful that there
are officers like him protecting
this beloved city.
HANK NAUGHTON JD 91

Massachusetts House of
Representatives, Twelfth
Worcester District; House Chair,
Joint Committee on Public
Safety and Homeland Security

Patrick Doyle did an amazing
job at describing the great lead
ership by Boston Police [Com
missioner] and Suffolk alumnus
William Evans. The Hub has
one of the best police depart
ments in the nation, mostly due
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to its great leadership. Evans
is an amazing leader and role
model for what a superinten
dent should be. His dedication
to the citizens of Boston drives
the work he does for our city.
We have to especially thank
him for the amazing work he
and the department’s com
mand staff did during the days
of the Marathon bombing. The
city could not have asked for
a swifter response and higher
police presence than what was
shown by the Boston Police
Department following such a
tragedy. [Commissioner] Evans’
approach on community polic
ing has [kept] and continues to
keep neighborhoods safer.
JEFFREY SANTOS LOPES
BS 12, MCJS/MPA 14

Job Coach, Moakley Center for
Public Management

I first had the pleasure of
meeting [Commissioner] Billy
Evans when he and I attended
the Harvard National Leader
ship Preparedness Initiative
held late in December 2012.
We gravitated towards the
same project group, which was
focusing on mass preparedness
efforts. Over the next several
months the superintendent
and other team members duti
fully participated in weekly
phone calls vetting the various
proposed processes aimed at
improving the distribution of
emergency prescriptions, etc.,
in a mass incident. Little did
any of us know that one of our
team, [Commissioner] Evans,
would be pressed into service
on a real crisis of international
scale—the Boston Marathon
bombings. Evans not only ran in
this Marathon, he immediately
responded to the scene leading

the investigation and response,
which eventually identified and
apprehended those responsible.
[Commissioner] Evans was
quick to credit the success of
the Boston PD in this incident
to the staff who worked along
side him, the team approach
within Boston PD and that of
surrounding agencies to catch
those responsible, and ulti
mately his training and experi
ences as he prepared for this
type of incident. The result?
His actions are to be emulated
by law enforcement leaders
across the country.
I recently heard that Evans
is now Police Commissioner for
the City of Boston. I can think
of no greater man for the job,
nor a more ethical leader or a
more down-to-earth man of the
law than Billy. He makes all of
us in law enforcement proud!
Boston Strong!
HUGOJ. MCPHEE

Director ofPublic Safety, Three
Rivers Park District, MN;
VP, Minnesota Chiefs ofPolice
Association; President, Park
Law Enforcement Association

Thank you for your extremely
well-written article featuring
Boston Police Commissioner
William “Billy” Evans. As a
police chief in the neighboring
city of Chelsea, I have had the
good fortune to work closely
[with] Billy over the years as
a superintendent of the BPD.
He is an absolutely tireless
professional and an extremely
dedicated leader, as you have
so perfectly portrayed. He is a
true Bostonian in every sense
of the word, who is committed
not only to his family and the
department but the community
as a whole. I am absolutely

confident that Boston is in
good hands with Commissioner
Evans at the helm.
BRIAN A. KYESJD 02

ChiefofPolice, Chelsea, MA

I have been to approximately IS
countries as an ordained police
chaplain in addition to my nor
mal police role, and I have had
the opportunity to interact with
thousands of officers from all
backgrounds. William Evans is
obviously a disciplined, devot
ed, and dedicated officer. I am
sure the men and women who
serve under him are inspired
by his example of leadership.
Upon reading his comments in
the article I am reminded of a
scripture: “A kind word turneth
away wrath.” He is an exam
ple of strength and humility
combined. A true warrior is
one who can exercise author
ity with compassion. I admire
leaders who can execute their
authority without the need to
emphasize it.
RETIRED CHIEF/CHAPLAIN
JACKL. RINCHICH

President, National Association
ofChiefs ofPolice;
American Police Hall ofFame
Titusville, FL
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RACE TO THE TOP

Matt Malone BS ’93
I read with interest the story
on Dr. Matt Malone, Secretary
of Education for the Common
wealth of Massachusetts.
Matt has overcome a dis
ability to achieve this current

position. He has worked in San
Diego, Swampscott, and Brock
ton as an administrator and in
Swampscott and Brockton [as]
superintendent of schools.
Knowing Dr. Malone
personally, he is a passionate
advocate for young people and
especially those young people
who need additional access
to services. He deeply cares
about children and presently
holds the perfect job [for] his
professional experience and
knowledge. He makes Suffolk
University proud.
DR. ALBERT F. ARGENZIANO BA ’65

Interim Superintendent of
Schools, Beverly, MA
I enjoyed the feature’s attention
to Malone’s unique journey as a
struggling student who disliked
school to becoming a teacher
and finally taking the position as
Secretary of Education for the
Commonwealth.
One thing I will note is the
author’s reference to “his im
probable journey from a special
education classroom to a corner
office on Beacon Hill,” which
seems to describe Malone’s
career path as extraordinary.
What stood out is the word
“improbable.” Yes, Malone’s
dyslexia increased the obstacles
to his achievement, but I don’t
believe it lessened his capac
ity. In my work with students
with disabilities, I have never
met one who didn’t have great
aspirations. The article also ref
erences the stigma that Malone
grew up with because of his
learning differences. Educators
need to make a better effort to
look at students and not im
mediately see all the reasons
why they cannot succeed. If
we set the bar lower, we are in

a way stigmatizing them. On
another note, I can attest to
the fact that Suffolk does work
hard to help students, espe
cially those who are struggling
academically, succeed in col
lege. As an academic coach in
the learning center, I have met
with students of all different
backgrounds, and helped them
work on individualized success
plans. Our coaching model
embraces the idea that no one’s
journey is the same but that
everyone deserves the same
chance at success.
One could argue that
Malone’s journey actually
makes him the ideal candidate
to take on the state’s education
al problems. He knows what
it feels like to get lost between
the cracks, and he knows what
it feels to be isolated and un
motivated. In my experience, it
is often the students who need
help the most who do not ask
for it. He had to work hard to
get to where he is, and he has
had inspirational people in his
life who fought for him, who
have taught him to fight for
his students. Massachusetts’
education system needs more
people willing to fight.
MEAGHAN SHEA MED'13

As a disability advocate and
a graduate of Suffolk’s higher
ed program, I really admire
Malone’s dedication to improv
ing education and college
access. Despite struggling
with the stigma of a learning
disability, Malone was able
to turn his academics around
at Suffolk, and now he is in
a position to improve educa
tion across the state. Malone
mentioned that Suffolk “never
gave up on him.” This kind

of community and support is
what Suffolk is all about. Suf
folk has many resources and
programs that enhance the
student experience, including
the Office of Disability Services
that provides advocacy and
accommodations for students
with disabilities. I am proud
to be an alum of a [University]
that welcomes and supports
students with disabilities and
gives them a chance.

professionally through lifelong
learning. Mr. Wellington is
a wonderful role model for
students, alumni, and anyone
open to redefining the meaning
of “success.”
KAYE WILD JD '94

Vice President,
Massachusetts Housing and
Shelter Alliance, Boston

UHEN

REBECCA KMIEC BA 07, MED '13

COMES
HOME
WHENJONNY
COMES HOME

HOME PLATE

Roger Wellington MAP ’01
Thank you for your profile of
Roger Wellington, director of
Pine Street Inn’s iCater Enter
prises. As much as we plan and
prepare for a specific career
path, sometimes the right
career chooses us, and Mr.
Wellington was wise enough
to recognize this. I applaud
his honesty in recalling how
he wanted to turn and run out
the door when he realized that
Pine Street Inn was a homeless
shelter, not a fashionable bed
and breakfast. I am even more
impressed that he gave up his
initial plan of a career spent
globetrotting and imbibing fine
food and drink to come back
day after day for 22 years, help
ing countless others achieve
their dreams. Our poorest and
most disadvantaged neighbors
deserve the best from service
providers who not only care
deeply about what they do, but
strive to improve themselves

Jonny Orsini BS ’07
When I read the profile on
Jonathan Orsini in Suffolk
Alumni Magazine, I had feel
ings of extreme pride for all
of Jonny’s accomplishments
throughout the years. I first
met Jonny when he auditioned
for my Columbia University
thesis film Cigarette Candy
back in 2008. He was the only
actor who could pull off the
incredibly difficult monologue
in the film and do it with such
empathy and passion. Now,
five years later, Jonny Orsini is
a force to be reckoned with in
the theater and film commu
nity in New York. I can’t wait
to see what he does next, and I
really look forward to working
with such a brilliant actor and
wonderful human being on our
next collaboration together in
the not so distant future.
LAUREN WOLKSTEIN

Filmmaker
New York, New York
E-MAIL LETTERS to sam@suffolk.edu.
Letters may be edited for length and clarity.
The address of Suffolk Alumni Magazine is
8 Ashburton Place. Boston. MA 02108-2770.
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Ramblings News on Campus and Beyond

Suffolk's Chief
Diversity and
Inclusion Officer,
Nicole G. Price.

Conversation Starter

Illusion of
Inclusion
SUFFOLK’S FIRST CHIEF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION OFFICER,
NICOLE G. PRICE, IS WORKING TO BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION
FOR INNOVATIVE RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION.
BY RENEE GRAHAM

How did you find out about
this position, and why were
you interested? [President
James McCarthy] reached out
to me and we had some conver
sations around it. At the Law
School, I was director of diver
sity, so I dealt with diversity as
it related to our students, our
alumni, our relations outside of
the Law School in the com
munity, and [our] faculty and
administration. So when the
president approached me and
I began thinking about it, I was
excited about the possibilities
and opportunities of taking on
such a task here at Suffolk. One
of the great things I loved about
being at Suffolk Law School
was the fact that you have a
leader [Dean Camille Nelson]
who supports diversity. That
was one of the reasons I came
to Suffolk. I was really excited
to be able to work for some
body who got it. I didn’t have to
make the argument to her as to
why we needed this; I just had
to figure out how to do it.
As diversity officerfor the
Law School, what were some
of the challenges you faced?
One, as with most diversity po
sitions, you face the challenge
of resources—not only finan
cial, but also human capital.
There’s a lot of work to do, but
as one person, as two people.

photographby CHRISTOPHER CHURCHILL

you can only do so much at a
given time. So sometimes it’s
frustrating because you have
the ideas and even have the
support, but there are only so
many hours in a day, only so
many days in a week. [Another
challenge] was trying to touch
on various levels of diversity.
You have your student popula
tion. You’re hoping to diversify
the legal profession. You do
that through your students,
but you also have to do that
through the pipeline before
they get to law school. So try
ing to do some pipeline work is
important, but pipeline work to
be done well requires financial
capital and human capital.
For this position, what are
your main objectives? One of
the things I believe, as it relates
to diversity, [is] you can’t come
in on the first day and de
cide what you’re going to do.
Diversity is very specific to an
institution, so you have to learn
the culture, the history, what
the needs are and the wants
are, because often our needs
and wants are very different.
So I listed things that needed
to be done. One of the main
objectives I have is to make
sure we are foundationally
strong. Before you can do some
of the innovative things around
faculty diversity or student di

versity, not only in recruitment
but retention, to really begin to
affect the culture of the institu
tion. . .you have to have a strong
foundation. [In general,] policy
and procedures need to be in
place—something as basic as
a nondiscrimination policy, a
statement of diversity.. .Those
things help our community
understand [that] those things
are important. That’s one of
my objectives for the first
year: honing in on policies and
procedures and makpng] sure
we are sound there. And those
touch on the different con
stituencies, so it’s not just the
students or the faculty, those
policies will touch on the com
munity as a whole. So that’s one
of the main objectives. I will
create a diversity strategic plan
and that’s something that will
be done, hopefully, by the end
of this academic year. And that
will be based on me getting out
there and meeting people here,
learning what’s here, what we
have, what we want, and then
devising a plan. There’s so
much you can do, but you have
to focus so you can actually get
things done. If you try to do it
all, you end up not doing many
things very well.
Given the reticentfeelings
some people ofcolor have
about Boston, do you see part
ofyourjob as selling the city
as well as the University? Part
of my job is making sure we
tell our story more accurately.
I can tell people, “Boston’s not
perfect, Suffolk’s not perfect.”
But I think we do better than
most people realize. Students
will say, “Boston is racist.” I tell
people Suffolk’s first black law
graduate [Thomas Vreeland

Jones JD ’IS] was in the early
1900s. I went to law school [at
University of Virginia], and
UVA’s first black graduate was
[in] 1953. So while Boston is not
perfect, there’s a whole lot of
good history there. Part of the
struggle is selling Boston, but
we can help ourselves by telling
our story more accurately. I
don’t think Suffolk really high
lights all the good we’re doing
on the diversity front, and we
need to change that.
Wins there anything in your
early life that you can trace
to what you do today? As ac
countants in corporate America
who grew up during segrega
tion, my parents knew I would
have more opportunities than
[they] did and prepared me for
those through my schooling,
extracurricular activities, and
travels. My parents instilled
many things in me, but one
was a healthy does of self
confidence grounded in varied
life experiences and expecta
tion of excellence. This was
essential to excelling in the
various spaces I have found
myself [in]—growing up as one
of a handful of children of color
in school, attending the Uni
versity of Virginia, attending
the College of William & Mary
Marshall Wythe School of Law,
practicing law in New York
and Virginia, and even moving
into higher education at Boston
University School of Law, Suf
folk University School of Law,
and now Suffolk University. I
believe I have a responsibil
ity to share the knowledge,
experiences, and information I
have gained over the years with
those who may not have access
or who are the next generation.
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Chelsea Szmania '14
corresponds with actress and
author Lauren Graham.

Act Two
ENGLISH MAJOR CHELSEA SZMANIA '14 FOUND
LAUREN GRAHAM "INSANELY TALENTED” AS AN ACTRESS
AND "MULTI-FACETED” IN HER NEW ROLE AS A WRITER.

“some amazing English teachers” throughout
middle and high school, Chelsea Szmania ’14 credits her grand
mother for her educational direction. “She would sit on the couch
with me and we would read every day,” writes the West Springfield,
Massachusetts native. “It could be anything from Dr. Seuss to Anne
ofGreen Gables. I love to read mostly because of her and I think that
is where my desire to pursue English stems from.” When it came
time for college, Szmania writes, “I was intrigued by Boston and the
opportunities Suffolk had to offer.” An English major with a track in
creative writing, she counts Gayle Forman and Jodi Picoult among
her favorite authors, but when asked to choose the one person in the
world she would most like to ask three questions of, Szmania selected
a new author better known as an actress.
THOUGH SHE HAD
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“I grew up watching Gilmore
Girls and instantly fell in love
with the show and the character
of Lorelai Gilmore,” she recalls.
“I always thought [actress]
Lauren Graham was insanely
talented. Since then, I’ve contin
ued to follow her work.” Inter
estingly, Szmania followed her
inspiration to the literary world.
In 2013, Graham, who received
a BA in English literature from
Columbia University, published
Someday, Someday Maybe. The
New York Times bestseller is
being adapted for television by
Ellen DeGeneres’ production
company.
“I love the fact that Lauren
Graham is so multifaceted,”
writes Szmania. “She’s had a
flourishing career with two
hit TV shows (jGilmore Girls
and Parenthood), starred in
Guys and Dolls on Broadway
and managed to write a novel.
It’s incredible to me that she
started off as an English major
like myself and now look where
she is. She has inspired me to
feel that anything is possible
with the right attitude.”
Here, SAM gives Szmania an
opportunity for a little girl talk.
How has the role ofLorelai
Gilmore on the show Gil
more Girls influenced your
acting career? Do you ever
miss playing her? Like most
major life experiences, I didn’t
understand how important
Gilmore Girls was until after it
ended. It was an all-consuming
job, and I didn’t have much
time for reflection while I was
doing it. That may sound crazy,
considering it lasted for seven
years, but it really wasn’t until
a year or so after the show had
ended, and I was doing Guys

and Dolls on Broadway, where
I finally got a chance to meet
people who were Gilmore fans,
and see how the show had
stuck with them. Until then, it
hadn’t occurred to me that even
though the show was over for
me, viewers might continue to
see it in reruns and on DVD,
so there could potentially be
a whole new audience every
few years. Every show has
its own personality, its own
strengths, and I think it was
the language of that show, and
of that character in particular,
that was really special. The
experience of performing those
long funny speeches had almost
an athletic quality at times, one
that could be exhausting but
was always exhilarating. I think
that’s one of the reasons the
show has lasted: the writing is
so good, and so dense, it’s fun
to watch it over and over and
discover something you may
have missed the first time.
Did you always know you
wanted to write a novel?
In the acknowledgements of
Someday, Someday, Maybe, I
thank Diane Keaton, for telling
me “you should write a book
one day,” but even after she said
that, it was years before I ever
did anything about it. I could
have gone my whole life being
perfectly happy that someone
I looked up to had said such an
encouraging thing to me, with
out ever actually trying to see if
she was right. I wish I could tell
you angels sang and I looked
up and 300 pages had written
themselves, but it wasn’t any
thing so mystical. Even when I
thought what I was doing was
dumb and a bad idea — I just
kept going. In both writing and

Meninophotograph by

MICHAEL J. CLARKE
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acting, I’ve seen that one differ
ence between having a dream,
and having a dream come true,
is plain, old-fashioned, hard
work. Even then, there’s still no
guarantee, but I know for sure
you have a better chance of
having your novel published if
it’s written on actual paper. The
one that’s still brewing in your
mind is much harder for people
to read.
Where did the inspirationfor
your book Someday, Someday
Maybe comefrom? What was
the writing process likefor
you? People think my novel is
pure autobiography, but it really
isn’t. I chose fiction because I
wanted more freedom than a
memoir might allow, to create
characters and situations drawn
from my experiences, but in
some cases veer very far away
from them. One of the most re
freshing differences for me was
that, as a writer, I got to play
all the characters, not just one.
So when people ask if Franny
is me, I say yes—in a way—but
so is Jane, and Dan, and the
dad, and Barney Sparks, the
elderly asthmatic agent. What
play or movie could I act in that
would allow me such a range? I
didn’t want to write about show
business, exactly, as much as I
wanted to write about starting
out in life, hoping to be part of
something, and being unsure if
you’ll ever get there. Show busi
ness is a great world to illustrate
that attempt because there’s so
much that’s unknown. You have
to be a dreamer, but a tough
business person too, and able to
weather rejection and success
and failure, sometimes on the
same day. I think there’s some-

Boston Mayor Thomas
Menino speaks at the
groundbreaking ceremony.

BigDig
A GROUNDBREAKING DAY FOR 20 SOMERSET.
WITH PRESIDENT JAMES MCCARTHY Calling it

“a great day” for Suffolk and longtime Boston
Mayor Thomas M. Menino proclaiming the
University’s “important role” in the city, Suf
folk held a groundbreaking ceremony for its
new academic building at 20 Somerset Street.
John Nucci, Suffolk’s vice president of govern
ment and community affairs, drew laughs from
the assembled guests when he said, “I never
thought I would find a hole in the ground so
beautiful.” Scheduled to open at the begin
ning of the 2015 academic year, the $62 million
state-of-the-art complex will contain 1,200
general-use and science classroom seats, as
well as a cafeteria that can also be used as func
tion space for the University.

“Our students will have the finest labs and
classrooms, and the needs of our students will
be met as we go into the future,” said Suffolk’s
Board Chairman Andrew C. Meyer Jr. JD ’74,
H.LLD ’99. He later added, “This has been a
long time coming, we’ve worked very hard on
it, and we think this will be a tremendous step
forward for the University.” The eight-story,
112,000-square-foot edifice was designed by
the Boston architectural firm NBBJ. It will
ease student traffic on Beacon Hill—long a
source of acrimony for nearby residents—when
classes currently held in the Archer and Dona
hue buildings are moved into the new space.
“We’re really looking forward to the inter
play between what goes on in this renovated
plaza and what goes on in this great building,”
McCarthy said.
To view the 20 Somerset groundbreaking
ceremony, visit 8uffolk.edu/about20somerset.

SHOVEL READY

BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT VET AND ACTING COMMISSIONER
WILLIAM EVANS BS ’82 NAMED TO PERMANENT POST.

In January, Boston’s new Mayor Martin Walsh announced that acting Boston
Police Commissioner William Evans, who joined the Department when he
graduated from Suffolk University, would assume the role on a permanent
basis. Last April, after running his 18th Boston Marathon, Evans was among
the first commanders to reach the scene when two bombs killed three people
and injured more than 260. His brother, Paul Evans, was Boston police com
missioner from 1994 to 2003.
To read the profile of William Evans from the Fall 2013 edition of SAM, go to http://bit.ly/lkZBHvz.
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Ramblings Sam@Work

^ertcon Cuisine mib Cnektails

1. Permit Us to Suggest Building
permits, health permits, liquor
licenses, capacity licenses: learning
what paperwork you need, where
to find it, and how long it takes to
acquire it is priority number one.
2. Location, Location, Location
Finding the right site can be the
most time-consuming yet important
challenge. Seasoned restaurateurs
often rely on word of mouth. Aspir
ing owners should consider the
services of a professional restau
rant broker.

Russ deMariano

BSBA'0l,MBAq2,;j
owner of Back Bay's
The Brahmin

Ingredients for Success
ABOUT THAT RESTAURANT YOU’VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF OPENING. . .RUSS DEMARIANO BSBA ’01,
MBA ’02 HAS BEEN THERE, DONE THAT, AND CAN TELL YOU A THING OR TWO.

in the [res
taurant] business since I was
15 years old in high school,
worked throughout college,
throughout graduate school,”
Russ deMariano BSBA ’01,
MBA ’02 recalls. He chose
Suffolk for its “small class size,
teacher attention, [and] closeknit community.” The Boston
native adds that “a few profes
sors I had at Suffolk knew the
kind of drive I had, and they
would push me to get the best
results out of me. And that sort

“I HAD WORKED
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of leadership/mentorship has
stuck with me.”
After earning an MBA, de
Mariano worked in advertising
and marketing before opening
Red Sky in 2006. He owned the
restaurant/lounge, which over
looked Faneuil Hall, for more
than six years before shifting
to the Back Bay to launch his
present venture. The Brahmin
American Cuisine and Cock
tails. He also teaches aspiring
restaurateurs as an adjunct
professor at Newbury College.

Reflecting on his career
path, deMariano says, “I knew
and understood the risks,
failure rate, and what it would
take. I think that’s part of what
drives me: to prove to myself
that it can be done and that I
could do it. I am not afraid to
work and not afraid to fail. [I]
would always be kicking myself
over a ‘what if?’ scenario if
I didn’t attempt it.” Here he
shares words of wisdom for
those with a similar passion for
restaurant ownership.

3. Go With the Flow Do you have
experience with floor plans and
flow? Considered who will handle
the build-out/renovations. Proper
layout and design is a fundamental
factor in a restaurant’s success.
4. Chief Cook, Bottle Washer,
Bookkeeper Restaurant ownership
isn’t just playing host or chef. The
bottom line is tbe bottom line. Do
you have tbe education and practi
cal experience to demonstrate to
prospective financiers that you
understand the business side of
the job?
5. Define Your Bottom Line Financ
ing is very challenging to secure in
this extremely expensive venture.
Do you have the proper funds?
Where and how do you plan to
obtain them?
6. Keep the Right Company
LLC (limited liability company),
partnership, corporation, sole pro
prietor: what type of entity is right
for your business?
russ@thebrahmin.com

Photogmphby MICHAEL J. CLARKE

The Telltale Art
SUFFOLK PROFESSORS PROMOTE POE STATUE FOR BOSTON.

*
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Sculptor Stefanio
Rocknak's depiction
of Edgar Aiian Poe

BALTIMORE IS the geographic
location most associated with
Edgar Allan Poe. He called
the “Charm City” home when
he published his most fa
mous work, The Raven, and
died there under mysterious
circumstances in 1849. His
home and gravesite are now
popular tourist attractions.
Even the name and logo of the
city’s NFL team, the Ravens,
is a jaunty nod to the writer,
as is its mascot, Poe. Yet,
unbeknownst to many, Poe is
a native son of Boston. Now
Suffolk professors have joined
an effort by the Edgar Allan
Poe Foundation of Boston to
honor him with a statue called
“Poe Returning to Boston”
near where he spent the first
three years of his life. Sculptor
Stefanie Rocknak designed a
spectacular statue that depicts
a steely-eyed Poe, his brief
case literally bursting with his
work and flanked by a raven,
striding toward his birthplace,
62 Carver Street, which is now

Charles Street South. (The
house was razed in 1959.) The
University recently hosted
the panel “Poe Statue Project:
Public Art, Creativity, Politics,
and the Law.” While there are
a few small plaques around
the city memorializing Poe,
there’s never been “a proper
commemoration” befitting his
stature in American literature,
says Suffolk Associate English
Professor Peter Jeffreys, who
teaches Poe in his American
Gothic class. Though Poe had
what Jeffreys calls a “love-hate
relationship” with Boston, it
does not obscure the fact that
he remains its most famous na
tive-born writer. Plus, such an
honor is something that likely
would have made Eliza Poe,
Edgar’s mother, very happy. On
a watercolor of Boston Harbor,
she inscribed to him: “For my
little son Edgar, who should
ever love Boston, the place of
his birth, and where his mother
found her best and most sym
pathetic friends.”

SURVIVAL OF THE SMALLEST
SUFFOLK BIO PROFESSOR DISCOVERS THE MOUSE THAT ROARS.

For fans of the classic film The Princess Bride, rodents of unusual size may seem the stuff of cinematic fantasy, but
Dr. Lauren Nolfo-Clements knows such creatures do exist. For several years, the Suffolk assistant professor of biol
ogy has been researching Boston’s Harbor Islands, and has found unexpected populations of deer, foxes, coyotes,
and, yes, larger-than-average mice thriving on nearly three dozen islands and peninsulas. Many of these animals are
migrating to the islands, and Nolfo-Clements says that since these areas don't have much human occupation, they’re
“reverting back to a natural system,’’ allowing wildlife to prosper. Shortly after arriving at Suffolk in 2007, NolfoClements got in touch with National Park Service officials to start research on the islands. She discovered that, aside
from an informal survey, there was nothing systematic or extensive.
And about those oversized rodents—generally, they are white-footed mice that weigh 30-35 grams as opposed
to the mainland varieties that tip the scales at 15-25 grams. Unlike the deer that swim to the islands or coyotes that
scamper across the ice when it freezes, the mice, which are not strong swimmers, have likely been trapped out there
for a much longer period. Nolfo-Clements says “small things trapped on an island tend to get larger, while big things
get smaller, because most islands don’t have the resources to support them, so only the small survive."

Among the comm
Harbor Islands, the vole.

on Boston’s

HARBOR VIEW Join Professor Nolfo-Clements
for an island tour, visit suffoll(.edu/nolfoclements.

SAM @
LARGE

AU His World’s
a Stage
THEATER GRAD ANTHONY SCHIAVO BS ’13
EARNS A PLACE IN STORIED PROFESSIONAL
ARTS PROGRAM.
KEVIN SPACEY. VIOLA DAVIS. ROBIN WILLIAMS.

Last fall, Anthony Schiavo joined the illustrious list of those whose
careers began at The Juilliard School in
New York. Fresh out of Suffolk’s theater
program, Schiavo entered the prestigious
school’s Professional Intern Program as a
stage manager working on such productions
as Thornton Wilder’s Our Town and Sam
Shepard’s Buried Child. From opera to dance
to Shakespeare, he’ll be working “alongside
the best of the best in New York,” he says. So
far, Schiavo says, his biggest challenges have
been adjusting to his work schedule, which is
generally 3:00-11:30 p.m. six days a week, and
“constantly adapting to very different work
JESSICA CHASTAIN.
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environments and styles with directors and
production teams, since each month or so I’m
working on a new production or project with
a new group of people.”
A New Jersey native who first fell in love
with theater after seeing The Phantom of the
Opera as an eighth-grader, Schiavo says his fa
vorite Suffolk class was The Art and Artistry of
Calling a Show, taught by assistant professor
Abbie Katz. He also served as stage manager
for several shows and worked on productions
by local companies such as Central Square
Theater, Boston Children’s Theatre, Fresh Ink
Theatre, and The Theater Offensive. A stage
manager is the pivotal connection between a
production’s actors, director, and backstage
crew to make sure everything goes off without
a hitch. “You’re with the play from the first
rehearsal until the final curtain. You’re the
only person who has to know everything about
every department,” Schiavo says. “You’re con
stantly communicating different needs. You
bring people together.”

Thinking Globaiiy, Acting Locaiiy Considering that more
than half of its faculty is
international, that its stu
dent population represents
95 countries, and that an
undergraduate major in global
business and a global MBA are
among its marquee programs,
it’s not surprising that Sawyer
Business School was the
venue for the Ninth Knowledge
Globalization Conference.
Held Nov. I in conjunction with
the Knowledge Globalization
Institute (KGI), the confer
ence drew participants from
21 countries, from Tunisia to
Thailand. “The theme of this
year’s conference has a special
significance, as the future
of the global economy is at a
critical juncture,” noted Sawyer
Business School Professor and
KGI President Mawdudur Rah
man PhD in a welcome letter.
“Our mission is the sharing of
global knowledge for social and
economic change. The knowl
edge gaps among individuals
and societies hinder social and
economic progress. We believe
that along with academia, busi
nesses and social organiza
tions can play significant roles
in knowledge sharing and can
have a significant impact on
the global future.”

Web Win Sawyer Business
School's Center for Innovation
and Change Leadership (CICL)
presented its 2013 Global
Leadership in Innovation and
Collaboration Award to World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
an international community
that develops open standards
to ensure the long-term growth
of the Web. Ralph Swick,
W3C’s chief operating officer,
accepted the award, which was
developed to recognize organi
zations that foster innovations
that have a global influence
on their industry. The award is
just one of several initiatives
to integrate best practices of
innovation and collaboration
within the research, teaching,
and service missions of CICL
and the Business School.

Time Capsule
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SEND US A SIGNAL
Do you recall the Student Radio Club at Suffolk?
The photo from the University Archives was taken in
1953, but little is known about the organization.
If you were a member or know more about their story, please share It at sam@suffolk.edu.

ON CAMPUS in '53

OFF CAMPUS in’53

Suffolk Law School is accredited by

First Chevrolet Corvette

the American Bar Association

First color TVs go on saie

5’ g ” guard Jack Resnick BA '55
scores the most points (75) in the
history of Suffoik’s Men’s Basketball

Jonas Salk introduces poiio vaccine

Tuition at Suffolk jumps to $400

Suffolk athletics adopt Ram mascot
The first April Fools’ issue of The
Suffolk Journal

Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II
at Westminster Abbey
Earl Warren appointed Chief Justice

of the United States Supreme Court
iS53 babies: Pat Benatar, Jeb Bush,
Kim Basinger, Chaka Khan

Ice hockey, soccer, and sailing

dropped as varsity sports
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POLITICS MAY BE
IN THE FUTURE FOR
MARC-OANIELPAULT6;
PUBLIC SERVICE
S A SURE THING.
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StudentFiie Marc-DanielPaui’l6

DESPITE AN INTEREST in politics Sparked
by the 2008 presidential campaign of thenIllinois Senator Barack Obama and decid
ing in high school that he would major in
government in college, Marc-Daniel Paul ’16
insists that he isn’t necessarily interested
in a conventional political career. “I’m not
announcing anything yet^it’s way too early
for that,’’ he says with a laugh. “What I want
to do is serve. Whether that means ruiming
for office or staying behind the scenes, in
whatever way I can help out my community
or my state, that’s what I want to do.”
The Suffolk sophomore is already off to an
impressive start. Last summer, after land
ing an internship with Massachusetts State
Senator Mark Montigny, Paul helped draft
an amendment to the state budget that will
save college students thousands of dollars.
Ineligible for free or state-subsidized health
insurance, many were required to buy schoolsponsored health insurance, unless they were
covered by a parent’s plan. Paul and another
intern, Jacob Miller, a student at University' of
Massachusetts Dartmouth, pointed out this
discrepancy to Montigny and his staff.
“The requirement that they purchase
the school health plan cost them thousands
in additional monies over and above everincreasing tuition and fees,” Montigny says.
“I agreed with [Paul and Miller] tliat the
problem needed to be rectified and tasked
them to work with my staff and draft an
amendment to a pending budget bill that
would address the issue.” The amendment
was easily passed by both the state House
of Representatives and the Senate, and was
signed into law by Governor Deval Patrick.
It was a remarkable achievement by a
young man who moved to this country from
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, just seven years ago
and was not yet fluent in English. But by
the time Paul graduated from high school
in Massachusetts, he had been president of
the French club and a math tutor on and off
campus and published a book of his original
poems, Breathing Ink: The Heart ofPoetry.
In an editorial last summer, the Providence
Journal declared him “destined for success.”
“He is wise beyond his years,” Montigny
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says. “I fully expect to see him being sworn
into office in the not-too-distant future.”
His family, Paul says, was “financially
secure” in Haiti, which allowed him and his
four siblings to attend “the best schools.” Yet
turmoil such as kidnappings, common in the
poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere,
was never far away. “In Haiti, if they saw you
go to a certain school,” Paul says, “the assump
tion was that you had a lot of money, and you
could be an asset if you were kidnapped.”
One day, Paul’s father, a restaurant manager,

was snatched. Though he was soon released
without a ransom, the family decided that “the
level of insecurity was too much and we had
to leave,” Paul says. They emigrated to Florida
and lived with a family friend until they found
their own place, a rented room in Pompano
Beach. It was, Paul recalls, a difficult time.
“We had to start over, which was expect
ed, and English was pretty much a major
part of that because we had to get familiar
with the language. I had taken English
courses in Haiti, but to say I had a level of

he excelled. Proficient in math, he tutored
classmates as well as elementary-age stu
dents served by School on Wheels, which
gives academic support to children im
pacted by homelessness. With his burgeon
ing interest in politics, Paul was drawn to
Suffolk by its proximity to the State House
“so that I could take advantage of intern
ships, connections, and networking here.”
Brad Bannon, an adjunct professor in
the government department, has twice had
Paul as a student and found him “very en
gaged in both classes.” And while Paul has
yet to declare his intentions, Bannon says,
“He cares about politics, which is obviously
a big plus in government.”
Paul says his government classes at Suf
folk have helped to shape “my understand
ing of the political process and everything
that’s involved with it.” On a personal note,
he adds that his professors “all have been
great and wonderful to me.”
Paul’s “hard work and commitment,”
Montigny says, served his former intern well
and will likely lead to continued success.
Even with his family’s struggles after moving
to this country, Paul never viewed those hard
ships as a deterrent to future achievement.
“With the kind of parents I had, I really
had no choice,” he laughs. “I was in a house
hold where, ever since I was a little kid,
education was the main priority. My mom
was a teacher and she knew what a good
education could do for a child----Not to
say I didn’t enjoy doing well because I was
always rewarded when I did well, but I was
always compelled to do so in the environ
ment I was living in.”
proficiency in English? Not really,” he says.
“It was hard sometimes, and as a kid you
get frustrated, and you wonder when it’s
going to end. But when you compare living
there as opposed to living in fear back at
home, it was still better. Here, we didn’t
have to fear getting kidnapped.”
The family later moved to Massachu
setts, but without a place to stay, they
landed in a family shelter in the Boston sub
urb of Middleborough for about a month.
Paul attended Brockton High School, where

Last Book Read; Current Issues and Enduring Questions: A Guide to Critical Thinking and Argument,
with Readings by Sylvan Barnet and Hugo Bedau. Last Music Purchased: Mostly, I listen to songs on
YouTube. Favorite “Only in Boston” Experience: Going to school right around the corner from the State
House. You get to see people like the governor, senators, and representatives. It’s pretty cool. Where He
Would Like to Be in Five Years: I want to have my bachelor’s and master’s, with law school as an option.
I definitely want to take a giant step to serve—not necessarily running for office, but in whatever capac
ity that means. Wisest Words to Live By: “Respect all, fear none.’’ And that’s not just with people, but
any challenge that comes your way. Role Model: Definitely my parents, who tried their very best to instill
the values and qualities that I’ve tried to uphold. They’ve had a huge impact on my life.
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Jessica Mak,
Program Director of
Radiation Science

Faculty File Jessica Mak, Program Director, Radiation Science, Department of Physics

On the Beam
WITH HER STUDENTS AND PATIENTS ALIKE, JESSICA MAK RADIATES LIGHT.

BY SAM TREMONT

Set in a
hospital, the atmosphere in Introduction to
Radiation Oncology is surprisingly upbeat.
The 14 students gathered around a large con
ference table in the basement of Massachu
setts General Hospital (MGH) this evening
are clearly well prepared, answering all of
the questions instructor Jessica Mak raises
in her PowerPoint review. Yet while the
conversation is purposeful, the atmosphere
is anything but morose. In fact, as the group
advances from the makeshift classroom to
the treatment room, where students role play
practitioners and patients using awe-inspir
ing machinery, laughter is in good supply.
“With oncology being such a serious
topic, when it is appropriate, I like to add
humor to make the topic a little lighter and
make the learning experience more enjoy
able,” Mak explains.
Growing up in Buxton, Maine, Mak was
affected by a family friend and two lacrosse
coaches who were diagnosed with cancer.
In high school, she became president of the
Fight Against Cancer Society, which raised
money for the American Cancer Society and
public awareness.
“During my freshman year as a biol
ogy major at the University of Vermont,
I stumbled across the major of radiation
therapy and realized this was the perfect
fit for me,” she recalls. “I entered the field
as someone who has compassion for peo
ple and an interest in healthcare. I do feel
that the field has an excellent balance of
FOR A COURSE ABOUT CANCER

photographby MARK WILSON

both technology and patient care.”
Mak joined Maine Medical Center as a
per diem staff radiation therapist in 2006.
Three months later, she became a senior
radiation therapist at MGH. “When I was
working full time in the hospital, I found
myself to be a natural teacher in explaining
or demonstrating various aspects of radia
tion therapy” to students, residents, and
staff. In 2010, Mak moved down the street
to fill the role of clinical coordinator for the
radiation science program, which is part of
the physics department at Suffolk.
The Radiation Therapy undergraduate
and post-baccalaureate certificate program
collaborates with such Boston area medical
icons as MGH, Brigham and Women’s Hos
pital and Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.
Ten students are selected each year follow
ing an application and interview process.
Upon graduating from the program, they
are eligible to sit for the American Registry
of Radiologic Technology board examina
tion, enabling students to become certified
radiation therapists.
“I see myself fundamentally as a teacher
who also practices,” explains Mak, who
continues to practice at MGH while adding
the title of program director at Suffolk. “I
preach what I practice. I teach from the
perspective of a radiation therapist, which
reflects on my experiences with patient in
teractions, as well as knowledge and experi
ence with the execution of all the elements
that go into radiation therapy treatment.”

Course Introduction to Radiation Dncology

Alexa Barrios ’IS came to Suffolk from
Florida as a journalism major but trans
ferred to science with the goal of “finding
a degree that could land me a successful
healthcare job right out of [college].” She
describes radiation therapy as “an accel
erated program with amazing professors
and hands-on working experience with
Boston’s top hospitals so it looks great on
paper.” She has taken two courses with
Mak and describes her as “extremely
down-to-earth and friendly. She has no
problem explaining the same topic in five
different ways to make sure all her stu
dents are on the same page and understand
the subject. She throws in light humor to
keep us intrigued and always tries to make
class more of a discussion rather than an
hour-long lecture.. .her patience is eternal,
and she will answer any questions in class,
and respond to every e-mail.”
Describing her own teaching style, Mak
says, “I like to check in with students fre
quently, to make sure everyone is grasping
the topic at hand and not getting lost in the
medical or technical jargon.”
This evening’s class winds up in the
conventional simulator room, where Mak
demonstrates everything from proper needle
disposal to the creation of medical tattoos,
which help minimize radiation by adjusting
the beam as precisely as possible. Students
practice their tattoo art first on clementines
before advancing to their own skin or a
classmate’s. Mak allows a reluctant student
to move at her own pace, then accommo
dates the request of another who asks her to
try a second tattoo on him. She finds a teach
able moment when a student of considerable
girth who volunteers to play a patient needs
to be assisted to his feet. Throughout the
class, Mak is reaffirming and upbeat.
“I really enjoy the excitement radia
tion therapy students have when they are
learning new techniques, and especially
when we are discussing, practicing, and role
playing various aspects of being a radiation
therapist,” she reflects. “I am very passion
ate about the field and appreciate seeing the
same enthusiasm and spark come alive in
the students.” O
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AN INVISIBLE BEAM
AND THE
SUFFOLK GRADUATES
WHO GUIDE IT.
BY AMY CRAWFORD
PHOTOGRAPHS BY

Senior radiation thera|iist
Ryan Connolly operates
the Gantry I at the MGH
Francis H. Burr Proton
Therapy Center. Opposite,
light outside therapy
room indicating the status
of the machinery.

DEEP BENEATH MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL
HOSPITAL IN DOWNTOWN BOSTON SITS /
A 200-TON CYCLOTRON, A POWERFUL
ACCELERATOR THAT SPINS HYDROGEN
IONS INTO A HIGHLY ENERGIZED BEAM 0^
PROTON RADIATION.

f

The beam emerges from the cyclotron
and speeds through the hospital, bent and
focused along the way by a series of mag
nets as large as SUVs. This afternoon, its
destination is a 100-ton rotating gantry. An
apparatus used to direct the beam, the gan
try soars three stories high and looks like it
belongs on the International Space Station.
As it grinds and whirs, a cone on the other
side of a wall rotates into position, ready to
guide the proton beam deep into the brain
of a teenage girl.
She lies perfectly still, her head held in
place by a mask of stiff white mesh while
a shock of her long red hair hangs over the
edge of the mechanized table. With a brief
series of beeps, the beam passes through the
patient’s skull and into the meningioma that
is threatening her life.
After a few minutes, her treatment, which
she has undergone daily for more than a
month, is over for the day. Once released
from the mask and helped off the table, the
girl hugs her father, puts her earrings back
on, and bounces out of the room with a pal
pable sense of relief, her face still bearing the
red crosshatched marks of the mask.
She is one of up to two dozen patients
that senior radiation therapist Ryan Con
nolly BS ’07, CRT ’09 and his colleagues will
see today at the hospital’s Francis H. Burr
Proton Therapy Center. Once her treatment
is complete, the four therapists quickly pre
pare for their next patient, a freckled teen
with a craniopharyngioma. She has asked
them to play a CD of upbeat dance songs
while she undergoes her treatment.
“A lot of times we get to know patients by
their music choices,” jokes Connolly, 28, as
22

Samah Taha; one of six
linear accelerators, the
Elekta Synergy S, used
to deliver photon radia
tion therapy, equipped
with imaging toois that
heip ciinicians visuaiize
tumor targets and
normai tissue; Ryan
Connolly; Meg Kearney;
the bell that patients
ring upon completion of
treatment.
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pus is a well-trod path. Although the Uni
versity’s radiation therapy program began
only two decades ago, today its graduates
dominate Mass General’s radiation depart
ment, and 30 of the hospital’s 76 therapists
are Suffolk alumni.

he helps the teen onto the table and quiz
zes her about school. Although his cheerful
disposition might seem incongruous with the
gravity of his patients’ conditions, putting pa
tients at ease is an important part of his job.
“Most people see radiation as a terrible force
that only causes damage,” he notes. “But here
we use it as something beneficial, to cure
cancer. How many people get to say that?”
Connolly didn’t have to go far after
graduating from Suffolk’s clinical radiation
therapy program in 2009. Like many of his
classmates, he barely had time to graduate
before he was snapped up by Mass General,
which boasts one of the best—and most in
demand—radiation oncology departments
in the world. The three-quarters of a mile
between its headquarters and Suffolk’s cam

It may be one of our best weapons against
cancer, but most people give little thought to
radiation therapy until they or someone they
love faces a life-changing diagnosis. When,
as a Suffolk sophomore searching for a
major, Connolly noticed a poster on campus
advertising the department, “the only thing I
knew about radiation was that it was bad,” he
says. He flashed back to high school, when he
spent a month in Japan as part of a student
exchange program. The trip included a visit
to Hiroshima, which was destroyed by an
American atomic bomb in 1945.
“My first education about radiation was
devastating,” Connolly says, recalling the tour
of Hiroshima’s Peace Memorial Park. “It was
destructive, it was a force not to be reckoned
with. I saw this poster for radiation therapy
and I was like, “What? This is crazy!”’

His interest piqued, Connolly did some
research and discovered a calling. He had
always liked solving puzzles, and radia
tion therapy requires figuring out the best
way to position patients and equipment in
order to deliver the smallest possible dose
of radiation. He also knew the daily interac
tion with patients and fellow therapists, who
work closely in small teams, would suit his
gregarious personality. Plus, the self-iden
tified geek, whose punk rock earrings and
spiky haircut offer a playful contrast with
the sober white lab coat and scrubs he wears
to work, was drawn to the powerful, massive
equipment and rapidly evolving technology.
“These are incredibly complex machines
that are being used to help somebody,” Con
nolly explains. “Seeing radiation controlled
in such a manner that you could actually do
good with it was mind-blowing to me.”
Radiation therapy, which uses X-rays,
gamma rays, or highly energized particles
like protons to kill tumor cells by damaging
their DNA, has been used to treat cancer
for more than a century, but it has become
increasingly effective over the past few
decades. Now prescribed for more than half
of all cancer patients, it may be our most
powerful weapon against a disease that still
kills more than half a million Americans
every year. But radiation can also be very
dangerous, since a dose that is too big, or
that doesn’t enter the patient’s body in
exactly the right place, can damage healthy
cells and even cause cancer.
Radiation therapists take on an enor
mous responsibility, says Kathy Bruce,
director of business development for Mass
General’s radiation oncology department
and an adjunct professor at Suffolk. “When
you work in a place like this, you have to be
a cut above.”
In the early 1990s, Bruce says. Mass
General decided to move toward requiring
its radiation therapists to have bachelor’s
degrees, rather than coming straight to work
after a two-year program. But the hospital
needed to ensure a steady supply of quali
fied therapists, so Bruce approached Suffolk
about creating a program. The technology
was more advanced and treatment plans
were becoming more complex, she explains.
Demand was growing for therapists who
were, as Bruce puts it, “educated,” not merely
“trained.” Suffolk, which graduated its first
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class in 1998, would help meet that need.
To graduate with a bachelor’s degree
or postbaccalaureate certification that will
qualify them for hospital jobs, students must
complete more than 1,300 clinical hours,
during which they shadow therapists and
learn the profession on the job. Most do
their clinical rotation at Mass General, so
when those who are later hired as full-time
therapists show up for their first official day
at work, they already feel like veterans.
Samah Taha CRT ’13, who now works
with photon radiation at Mass General’s
Clark Center for Radiation Oncology, spent
her student days pulling 8- or 10-hour shifts
at the hospital, often followed by two to
three hours of class. “They were really long
days!” she exclaims. Taha is on a brief break
before her team’s next patient, a 60-year-old
man with a malignant chest wall tumor, ar
rives for a dose of preoperative radiation.
For Taha, the drive to learn the mate
rial and develop her confidence and skills
was deeply rooted. The middle daughter
in a close-knit Lebanese-American fam
ily in Burlington, Massachusetts, Taha had
watched an older cousin succumb to brain
cancer and an aunt battle breast cancer.
Her father survived a bout with Hodgkin’s
lymphoma before she was born. A younger
cousin, whom she last saw dancing happily
at a family wedding in Lebanon, died last
year at age 10, after spending half his life
fighting a brain tumor. And one evening in
January of 2012, Taha was on campus when
she got a terrible phone call from her older
sister. Their mother, Gondolina, had been
diagnosed with thyroid cancer.
Gondolina had her thyroid removed at
Mass General, where Taha was going sev
eral days a week for her clinic hours. A firm
believer in education, Gondolina insisted
her daughter not take time off from her
studies. But on a lunch break the day after
the operation, Taha went upstairs to visit
and was struck by her mother’s condition.
“I just remember she was in a lot of
pain,” Taha says, explaining that Gondolina,
a preschool teacher, was usually full of en
ergy. “She wasn’t herself It was very hard,
seeing her in a hospital bed.”
Gondolina Taha has since made a full
recovery, and she credits her daughter with
helping her navigate the medical system and
understand her disease.
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“She told me everything about the treat
ment, she explained everything,” Gondolina
says. “She’d tell me, ‘Look at this patient,
she survived!’”
For her part, Taha says the experience
helped her to be more compassionate toward
her patients. But it can be difficult to balance
that compassion with the need to maintain a
clinician’s professional detachment.
“Sometimes she comes home and she’s so
sad,” Gondolina says. “I tell her, ‘Look at the
job from two sides.’ Think of all the people
she’s helped! She’s still trying to keep her
emotions separate. I tell her, ‘You’re work
ing on it, but you’re a human being.’”
Radiation therapists must be technically

proficient, knowledgeable about anatomy
and medicine, focused, disciplined, and
diligent—but the most challenging part of
the job is often psychological.
“You try to separate your personal and
work life,” says Meghan Kearney BS ’05,
MS ’09, a team lead therapist who currently
focuses on pretreatment simulation. “But
then you see the really depressing cases or
you meet the really young patients, and it’s
hard not to let that get to you.”
At times, working in radiation oncology
can feel like being in a foxhole, fighting a war
against cancer with a close group of fellow
soldiers. The four-person teams who manage
each machine have their own inside jokes, and

gallows humor is not uncommon. “It’s a small
community, and not everyone knows what
you go through,” Kearney says. “Who knows
better than fellow radiation therapists?”
Kearney, a tall 30-year-old with expressive
eyes and the light step of a dancer, is known
among her colleagues for her way with
patients. When an overweight lung cancer
patient needs a dozen people to help heave
him onto the table, Kearney smoothes over
what could have been an embarrassing mo
ment. “Look at the team you’ve got!” she says
cheerfully, as the therapists and nurses slide
the man from his gurney in one easy motion.
Like many of her colleagues, Kearney
relates to patients by drawing on per
sonal experience. As a student at Suffolk,
she looked up to Angela Lombardo, the
radiation therapy program’s tough but kind
director. But a year after Kearney graduated
and took a job at Mass General, Lombardo
received devastating news: the 38-year-old
was diagnosed with sacral chordoma, a rare
and often fatal cancer.
“It was shocking,” says Christine Cerrato
BS ’98, technical director for radiation on
cology at Mass General and one of Suffolk’s
first radiation therapy graduates. Cerrato,
who has also taught classes at Suffolk, had
grown close to Lombardo over the years.
In addition to being dismayed by the di
agnosis, Lombardo’s friends and colleagues

were surprised that her doctors had caught
the cancer at such a late stage. “We are in
this field and you would think that those
things wouldn’t happen,” Cerrato says. “But
it still did.”
“It hit really close to home,” Kearney
says. “The worst part is, I remember being in
my senior year and she would have this back
pain. Sometimes in this field, you can tend
to be a little bit of a—I don’t want to say hy
pochondriac, but you think of things a little
bit more than anyone else would. I remem
ber her having this back pain and saying, T
swear to God, if I have a chordoma...’ And
literally, she did, which is so terribly Ironic.”
Lombardo received radiation therapy at
Mass General, where many of her former
students were already on staff. But the treat

ment was not enough, and she died in 2008.
Her loss was a blow to Kearney, Cerrato,
and others who had known her at Suffolk,
but they say her memory inspires them to
keep fighting.
“You should treat every patient as if
they’re your own family member,” Kearney
says. “Sometimes you can lose sight of that,
but those experiences that hit close to home
put everything into perspective.”

Whatever the root of therapists’ compas
sion, patients say it helps them get through
difficult times.
“I had dreaded it,” says Jim Gaffey, who
was treated for prostate cancer in 2009 by
a Mass General team that included several
Suffolk graduates. “At first it’s like going
to the dentist to get a root canal—you’re
not there to have a lot of laughs.” But his
team’s skill and, yes, good humor put him at
ease. “They were professional, organized,
efficient. There was never a day in the eight
weeks that there was ever a problem.”
The Framingham, Massachusetts,
resident, 69, is now in good health, and he
has kept in touch with his therapists over
the years, regularly driving into Boston to
deliver homemade chocolate chip cookies.
“Here are these people who saved my
life!” he says. “How can you really thank
them enough?”
Radiation therapists know that they can’t
save everyone, but focusing on the good they
do helps them get through long and some
times draining days. In the waiting room,
patients in gowns pass the anxious time
before their appointments leafing through
magazines or watching videos on their iPads.
They may have traveled long distances to
get to the hospital. They may be dealing
with pain, fatigue, and nausea. Often un
able to work, many are plagued by financial
worries—on top of the fear that comes with
not knowing whether the treatment will be
enough to save their lives. But on a wall near
the exit, there is a brass bell, which, accord
ing to hospital tradition, every patient rings
three times after his or her last treatment. Its
bright sound echoes through the depart
ment, bringing a hopeful smile to the face of
any radiation therapist who hears it.
“The best part of my job,” says Samah
Taha, “is when they ring that bell.” O
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WHEN DALLAS MAVERICKS OWNER MARK CUBAN WANTED
“THE BEST PLAYER DEVELOPMENT COACH IN THE NBA,” HE TURNED TO
MIKE PROCOPIO BSBA ’97, A PROFANE, 5 FOOT 7, SELF-DESCRIBED
“BLENDING OF FORREST GUMP AND LOUIE DE PALMA FROM TAXI.”
BY JAIME ARON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALLISON V. SMITH
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HREE HOURS BEFORE TIP-OFF-before

15,000 people arrive and the place
buzzes with the overcaffeinated frenzy
that is a Dallas Mavericks ^ame—the
American Airlines Center is practi
cally asleep, f A cluster of game-day
operations folks are testing spotlight
_latterns inding balls of light ji^ling across the seats.
Several photo^aphers are on ladders, taping cameras
above and behind backboards. Two security ^ards with
nothing to do are standing around savoring the inaction,
f Forth(le two guys on the
■ court, though,
.......................
this is game time.
The guy dribbling and shooting is Mickey
McConnell, who is trying to keep alive his
dream of making the NBA. The guy feed
ing him the ball is Mike Procopio BSBA
’97, whose job it is to try turning McCo
nnell’s dream into reality.
“C’mon, focus in," Procopio says follow
ing a missedjumper. “Everyone in the
world knows you’re not going left,” he
taunts. “Short!” McConnell screams
when the ball leaves his fingers.
“Keep shooting short,” Procopio says
after the ball touches nothing but net.

Procopio is in his first full season as
director of player development for the Mav
ericks. Team owner Mark Cuban is paying
Procopio to take castoffs like McConnell
and second-round pick Ricky Ledo—play
ers who, relatively speaking, cost the team
pennies—and turn them into contributors,
players who can move from the end of the
bench to coach Rick Carlisle’s rotation. If
Procopio turns a single pupil into a reliable
player, or even merely good enough to serve
as trade bait, he will give the Mavs a great
return on their investment. After all, people
like Cuban become billionaires and build
championship teams not only because they
land players like star power forward Dirk
Nowitzki, but also because they find ways
to maximize their assets—even those at the
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bottom of the roster. Need proof that Cuban
takes this seriously? Consider that he is
personally responsible for hiring Procopio,
the trail to his door blazed by Cuban asking,
“Who’s the best guy not in the NBA that I
need in my organization?”
“He is a great asset,” Cuban says. “He
is the best player development coach in the
NBA.”
And, from afar, among the least likely.
“Sweetchuck”

AN HOUR CLOSER TO TIP-OFF, ball boys
are rebounding, dancers are stretching, and
vendors are setting up shop. On the court,
Procopio is joined by assistant coaches
Tony Brown and Darrell Armstrong and the
youngsters they oversee.
Brown played seven seasons in the
league; a solid 6-foot-6, he appears as if he
could still grab a couple of rebounds. The
wispy Armstrong looks like he could fit into
the uniform he wore when he won the Sixth
Man Award in 1999.
Procopio? He’s 5-foot-7 and north of 200
pounds. He looks like the beer vendors and
security guards.
His playing career peaked in high school,
when he scored all of four points—not
even in the same game—on a Revere High
team that went 0-20. But Procopio under-

stands basketball at a microscopic level. His
expertise is not Xs and Os, but nuances like
where the right hip should be on a betweenthe-legs dribble going left, proper footwork
on offense with the ball and without, and
correcting flaws in shooting mechanics.
Communication—often through impec
cably timed one-liners—is another strength.
He can get through to anyone because he’s
worked with everyone, earning the trust and
respect of some big names. Lakers star Kobe
Bryant relied on Procopio during several
championship runs. Tim Grover, Michael
Jordan’s longtime trainer, hired him to run
the basketball side of his gym. Leo Papile,
founder and coach of the Boston Amateur
Basketball Club (BABC) and a longtime ex
ecutive for the Boston Celtics, talks to him
daily. Celtics veterans Danny Ainge, now the

team’s president of basketball operations,
and Kevin McHale, coach of the Houston
Rockets, remain on speed dial, along with
Jim Nelson, Suffolk’s legendary director of
athletics who retired this year.
So, how did someone known in the bas
ketball world as “Sweetchuck”—because, as
a teenager, he resembled that character from
the Police Academy movies—get this far?
Or, as Nowitzki says following a verbal
zinger from Procopio, “Where did we get you?”
A Great Social Experiment
PROCOPIO GREW UP in a Boston apartment
that looked straight at the Boston Garden,
home of the Celtics. His dad, John, was an
electrician, and a good one, although you’d
only hear it from others. He taught his son
about humility, loyalty, and doing the right

thing purely because it’s the right thing.
“Why waste time having an ego?” Procopio
says, imparting the approach to life he took
from his dad. The family moved to Revere,
Massachusetts, when Procopio was 7. At
12, he got his first job in basketball: keeping
score at the Hill Park Summer League. “To
me, that was the NBA,” he says.
He was soon going to every gym and
camp he could, volunteering just to be part
of the action. Over the years, he began stud
ying the game, figuring out what worked
and what didn’t for each player. When he
was around 17, he was smitten with the
BABC teams and asked a friend how he
could hook up with them. He still has the
yellow slip of paper with Papile’s phone
number in red ink.
They met in the parking lot of the Won
derland Greyhound Park. Within minutes,
Procopio had the keys to Papile’s blue
Cadillac and the duty of chauffeuring play
ers. He also kept score, tabulated statistics,
and ran leagues and tournaments, plus did
a little coaching and a lot of learning. “It
was a great social experiment in what guys
responded to and didn’t,” he says. “I found
out how to get a point across.”
After graduating from Revere High in
1993, he enrolled at Suffolk. He loved living
at home while remaining nestled in his bas
ketball world, and expanding it by being the
Rams’ team manager.
“Even his freshman year, when he was
reluctant to speak up, it was obvious this
young man had something to offer,” Nelson
says. “In the close games, the ones decided
by one or two plays, Mike’s suggestions on
how to defend someone or how to attack
someone proved to be fruitful.”
Procopio held the job for three seasons,
including Nelson’s final two as coach. Their
bond remains so strong that, after Proco
pio got married in Indiana, he had Nelson
preside over a ceremonial second event in
Boston. “I’d rank his influence on my life
just below my mom and dad,” Procopio says.
The Light Bulb Went On

ONE SUMMER DURING his Suffolk years,
Procopio landed a gig at the Nike AllAmerican camp. The campers were high
schoolers, with college players serving as
counselors. While the youngsters were

occupied, the college players gathered for
individual skills training.
“Guys were teaching and correcting. The
light bulb went on: This is what I want to
do,” Procopio says.
The summer before his senior year,
Procopio used Shona Mutambira as a guinea
pig; he went from being a backup who aver
aged 8.9 points a game to a starter averaging
14.4 points, on his way to 23 the next year.
Nowadays, skills training is a money
maker, from NBA development coaches to
training kids hardly bigger than a basketball.
Back then, there were no such jobs, so Pro
copio left Suffolk seeking a career path.
He applied to be varsity coach at his alma
mater, and Papile had then-Kentucky coach
Rick Pitino call to recommend him. He still
didn’t get the job. Instead, Suffolk Associate
News Director Tony Ferullo BSJ ’78 hired
Procopio to coach the junior varsity team.
“It’s halftime one night and I go to get a
slice of pizza with the coach of the varsity
team we’re about to play,” Ferullo says. “We
walk down the hall, and all of a sudden
you hear this really animated speech using
vulgarity and everything else. This guy was
really going off on them! The varsity coach
says, ‘Who’s that?’ I told him, ‘My JV coach.
He gets a little excited.’”
Next came a stint at a prep school, a job at
Niketown, even time at a computer company.
In 2002, Papile brought him to the Celtics,
mixing gofer duties with scouting. “In the
2006 draft, he said, ‘Here’s my ranking of the
point guards. Rajon Rondo is my number-one
guy, and I’ll stand behind it,”’ Papile says.
“That one has stood the test of time.”
All along, Procopio kept working at
summer camps, especially one at trainer
Tim Grover’s Chicago gym. In ’06, Celtics
forward Paul Pierce was walking in to lift
weights with Grover as Procopio was walk
ing out, and Pierce and Procopio agreed to
meet later for an on-court workout. Grover
witnessed that session and approached Pro
copio. “That was great work,” Grover told
him. “I’ve never seen a guy who looks like
you work out a guy like that.”
“Take a ticket and stand in line, because
you’re not the first guy or the last guy to tell
me that,” Procopio responded with a smile.
“Would you like to work for me?” Grover
offered.
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Grover’s gym was the place for the
intense one-on-one work he loved, and
Procopio had spent years hoping for such
an offer. This gave Procopio the best of both
his worlds—seasons with the Celtics, off
seasons with Grover. That is, until the NBA,
fearing a conflict of interest, told him to pick
one. “I didn’t want to become a GM [general
manager] in the NBA, and I didn’t think I
could move up with the Celtics,” Procopio
says. “That made the decision very easy.”
It was a financial sacrifice because Grover’s
gym was seasonal work. As a result, Procopio’s
struggle to make ends meet continued, in part
because he was always willing to work for free
just tp be part of the action.
The work, though, made it worth it. Like
the summer morning in ’08 when he spent
two and a half hours alone in a gym with
Bryant, a Grover client. Procopio showed up
with scouting reports and a DVD of specific
plays for Bryant to study. Despite a good
workout, they went their separate ways.
In February 2009, Michael Lewis (of
Moneyball fame) wrote an article for The New
York Times Magazine about Houston’s Shane
Battier being the preeminent Kobe-stopper.
Bryant told Grover he needed to counter this
for an upcoming game against Battier—and he
wanted that Sweetchuck guy’s help.
Procopio discovered the issue wasn’t
Battier, but Bryant. See, Battier funneled
Bryant toward Rockets star Yao Ming, dar
ing Bryant to shoot over the 7-foot-6 center.
He fell for it way too often. Telling Bryant
he was taking too many shots, and a lot of
dumb ones, was tough, but Procopio did it.
All this played out while Procopio was
visiting McHale in Minnesota, where he
was coaching the Timberwolves. They were
at a team function the night of the KobeBattier showdown. Procopio slipped away
to watch Bryant make 14 of 23 shots for 37
points in a 102-96 victory.
‘You ever going to hear from the guy?”
McHale asked.
“Probably not,” Procopio predicted.
Five minutes later, this text message
arrived from Bryant: “We got San Antonio
tomorrow. I want the same thing.”
And so it began. Soon, Procopio was put
ting together scouting reports every morn
ing and video files every afternoon. Proco
pio kept pumping it out during the playoffs,
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even in the days after his mother died.
The Lakers won the championship. It
was Bryant’s first without Shaquille O’Neal,
and he was also named NBA Finals MVP
for the first time. The next season, Procopio
kept at it, even though he also became an
assistant coach for the Maine Red Claws of
the NBA’s Development League.
Bryant offered to pay Procopio, but he
insisted on keeping it pro bono because of
how much he was getting out of it. (“This
guy’s the best player on the planet,” Proco
pio says, “and he’s asking me for help.”) His
new bride was OK with it too, although she
could’ve done without the texts that arrived
at all hours, each time setting off a whoosh
ing sound taken from the theme to the
Knight Rider TV show.
Then came the playoffs and a finals
matchup against—of all teams—the Celtics.
Around 1:00 a.m. the morning after
Game 2, the Knight Rider theme sounded
yet again. The series was tied and Bryant
summoned Procopio and Grover to attend
the rest of the games. They were at the news
conference following Game 7 when Bryant—
who’d just won his fifth title and second
Finals MVP award—was asked about his
traveling party. Grover they knew; who was
the tubby dude?
“He’s my Jack Bauer,” Bryant said,
referring to the fictional hero of the TV
show 24. “He gave me all the edits and
scouting reports and wrote defensive rota
tions of the Celtics. He was my eyes and
ears, so when I played the game, I’d use all
the scouting reports and all the informa
tion. And it was huge for me.”
Several months later, Procopio went to
a UPS office to pick up a package. Inside
was a solid-gold, diamond-filled Lak
ers championship ring with “Procopio”
inscribed on the side.
“It was surreal,” he says.
All along, Procopio told Bryant he’d
know they were done when the texts
stopped. It happened in the summer of
2012, around the same time Grover lost his
gym. Stuck outside the NBA for the first
time in years, Procopio cranked up a bas
ketball consultancy business he’d been dab
bling in for years—until March, when Mavs
coach Carlisle called. Cuban’s talent search
led the Mavericks to Procopio, and Carl

, «a

isle’s former Celtics teammates Ainge and
McHale vouched for him. Next came a call
from Mavs president Donnie Nelson: “We’re
bringing you in to stay for a week. But pack
to stay for the rest of the season.”
Procopio has set up a program that
expands on practices and drills through
film sessions and quizzes. He works closely
with the director of sports psychology and
the rest of Carlisle’s staff. As always, he jabs
everyone with a sharp tongue.
“If you’ve seen the movie Ted, he’s a lot
like that [profane] teddy bear,” Carlisle says.

From top, Procopio works out Jae Crowder; consults Dirk Nowitzki during a time-out; catches up with Kobe Bryant.
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Both Feet in Cement,
Thrown in the Atlantic Ocean
BACK AT THE AMERICAN Airlines Center,
everything has fallen into place. The
swirling spotlights were on target for the
Introduction of lineups, the dancers got the
crowd going when the arena lights went on,
and the ball is now poised for tip-off.
Procopio is nowhere in sight.
Because his work comes in the hours
between games, he usually watches from
the locker room, where he doesn’t have to
wear a sports coat. It fits what his friends

say about him—that he’s the same guy as
20 years ago, and he’d be just as happy
coaching the Revere Patriots as he would
the Dallas Mavericks.
Asked about that scouting report, Proco
pio nods and smiles. After all those years of
trying to match a good job with a good salary,
everything’s clicked. At 38, he’s starting a
three-year contract that will provide for his
wife, Natasha, and 1-year-old daughter, Maria.
The ovmer of one NBA ring, he’s chasing an
other that would be even more meaningful.
“At the end of each day, I catch myself

saying, ‘Are you serious? This is my life
right now?”’ Procopio says. “I've hit a gold
mine jackpot with the Mavs. This is not a
stepping-stone. I’m in this job with both feet
in cement, thrown in the Atlantic Ocean.”
All the threads of his life story have
stitched together perfectly. Not that he
planned it this way.
“I'm sort of like the blending of Forrest
Gump and Louie DePalma from Taxi—a
wiseass, mutant-looking guy, and a guy that’s
done all these cool things that he probably
shouldn’t have. That’s how I see myself.” O
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ABCD CEO
JOHN
DREW
MBA 76
ISA
VETERAN
OF THE
WAR ON
POVERTY.
t>HOTCK3HAPHS
BY JARROD MCCABE
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HAD ACTION FOR BOSTON COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT (ABCD) EXISTED
WHEN ITS PRESIDENT/CEO JOHN
DREW WAS A CHILD, HIS FAMILY WOULD
HAVE BEEN EXACTLY THE KIND OF
CLIENTS FOR WHICH THE ANTIPOVERTY
ORGANIZATION WAS FOUNDED.
Born in Boston’s then-gritty Charlestown
neighborhood, Drew and his four siblings
were raised in a Somerville housing project.
His father worked the graveyard shift as
a shipper at a milk plant while his mother
stayed at home to care for their children.
At any given time, other relatives would
stay for extended periods in the 41/2-room
apartment when they were out of work,
or otherwise out of luck. In a place where
criminals were more plentiful than col
lege graduates and liquor was an easy salve
to mask the pain. Drew witnessed how
unchecked poverty can erode the soul and
short-circuit a productive future.
“There weren’t a lot of options,” Drew
says. “The usual thing in my neighborhood
was that you’d get a job at 16, or maybe
you’d be a crook.”
In the faces of those who turn to ABCD
for such crucial services as child care, job
training, fuel assistance, and foreclosure
prevention. Drew sees how harsh circum
stances can defer dreams and how easily
people can slip through the cracks without
help. That’s what’s kept him at the organiza
tion for most of his professional life.
“I came in for six months to help out,
and 41 years later, here I am,” jokes Drew,
76, who has been at the helm of ABCD since
2009. “In a way, there was never a good
chance to leave, because there was always
something to be done.”
Yet Syvalia Hyman III, chair of ABCD’s
48-member board that represents neigh
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borhoods throughout Boston, says more
than professional obligations have kept
Drew with the organization for decades.
“If you experience something, you really
understand it, and John has experienced
the hardships many of our clients are going
through,” Hyman says. “I think that’s a big
difference, and you can see that in the way
that John engages our clients and runs the
organization.”
The Breaking Peint

he turnout for the rally is
smaller than expected, the
V
invited television cameras
and reporters instead posi
tioned about a quarter-mile
away at Boston City Hall. On this crisp fall
morning, the city awoke to the startling
news that Boston Public School bus drivers
had launched a wildcat strike, stranding
thousands of students, flummoxing their
parents, and infuriating the city’s usually
avuncular mayor Tom Menino.
It’s the mayor’s hastily called press
conference that garners media attention,
but those gathered in this third-floor room
overlooking the Boston Common have is
sues just as pressing as the bus strike: the
ill effects of the federal government’s latest
shutdown. For many of the people here—in
cluding a veteran dependent on fuel assis
tance to heat his home and a young mother
lamenting the potential loss of a program
that has taught her English—the stoppage

means more than spoiled visits to national
parks and monuments.
“Just because the government is shut
down, doesn’t mean we’re shut down,” Drew
tells the small but vocal crowd. “I’ve lived
through a lot of this, and I don’t ever remem
ber this much bumbling and idiocy from our
national government. I’m here every day and
I watch people come with pieces of paper,
saying, T can’t pay this, I have no place to
live, I need some food.’ People are angry.
All of us here are stretched to the breaking
point. So we have one simple message for
Washington: shut down the shutdown!”
ABCD receives 85 percent of its $135
million budget from federal funding, and
infighting in Washington, D.C. threatens
agency clients like John MacPherson, a
World War II vet who lives in Boston’s
Dorchester neighborhood. He receives
$941 a month in Social Security benefits
and is a longtime recipient of fuel assis
tance. Without it, MacPherson, 87, says,
“I’m going to freeze, I can tell you that.”
At the rally. Drew places his hand on
MacPherson’s shoulder, lauds his service
to this country, and calls him “a wonderful
man who shouldn’t be going without any
assistance, any time at all.”
Founded in 1962 by Boston community
activists and officials, ABCD was estab
lished to help people overcome poverty by
providing a range of services connected to
housing, education, and employment. With
more than 100,000 clients and operating
under the motto “Helping People, Chang
ing Lives,” ABCD boasts more than 100
community and social service programs,
including 22 Head Start centers, and other
divisions such as Learning Works, a career
development center. In 1993, ABCD found
ed the Urban College of Boston, and also
runs two alternative secondary schools—
University High, for young people at risk
of dropping out, and William J. Ostiguy
High School, known as Recovery High, for
teenagers with a history of substance abuse.
“They’ve left the school system because of
addiction, and some of them even ended up
on the streets,” Drew says. “It’s a strug
gle, but a lot of them have been able to get
through, and we get referrals from all over
the state for this high school.” Boston
Mayor Marty Walsh, a recovering alcoholic.

Clockwise from top left, Drew at a Head Start class; with student Louis Lopez during
a computer class at ABCD University High School; with computer class students; in his office.
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we can to make things better. Part of my job
here is to be an advocate; I’m the public voice
for a lot of people who don’t have a voice,
and I can easily articulate the needs of these
people because I’ve been there.”
PartofMyDNA
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spoke at the school’s 2013 graduation as a
mayoral candidate and praised the forti
tude of its students.
As a boy, 21-year-old Iain, one of Drew’s
three children from his second marriage
(Drew also has three children from his first
marriage) loved spending time with his
father at ABCD. But he also learned a great
deal about the “gulf that exists between peo
ple who have much and many who don’t.
That’s one of the main reasons I wanted to
pursue a career in medicine—because ill
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health is both a major cause and effect of
poverty all over the world.”
Now a behavioral neuroscience major
at Northeastern University in Boston, Iain
says, “My father gave me the bulk of my un
derstanding about the social injustices that
occur and limit opportunities and hurt so
many people here and around the world.”
John Drew says he has “a visceral reaction
to people being poor and not getting any help.
I don’t like when people are treated as beg
gars and takers. We should be doing whatever

rowing up in a tough Somer
ville housing project. Drew
. ^ says education wasn’t a prior
ity. Working and keeping the
family whole consumed his
parents’ days. His father dropped out of
school in the fifth grade, while his mother,
one of 15 children, ended her formal educa
tion in the eighth grade when she left school
to care for her younger siblings.
“No one in my family was an academic
achiever,” Drew recalls. “My parents were
very bright people, but they didn’t have the
opportunities, and higher education was
something no one even thought of. You’d
see someone going by and someone would
ask. Where’s he going?’ If someone said,
‘College,’ you were like, ‘What’s that?” Some
of his friends ran afoul of the law, ending up
dead or in prison.
Drew’s own education was hindered by a
severe and undetected hearing problem. “I
became introverted because I couldn’t hear
what was going on,” he says. “So I turned
off school.” He started working at 14, doing
odd jobs in bowling alleys and restaurants
to help his struggling family. He “somehow
sneaked through high school” and got a job
as a milk truck driver after graduation. He
married, became a father, and continued liv
ing in a Somerville housing project. Work
ing at the plant. Drew managed a ft-agile
living until a ruptured disc in his back left
him unable to work.
Suddenly, he was 28 and unemployed
with no prospects. Then, he says, “I got a
break.” Driven by the sense that he needed
something more than low-wage jobs, he had
taken a few accounting courses at Bentley
College in Waltham, Massachusetts years
earlier. A caseworker suggested Drew
resume his studies. He took two classes and
did so well he stayed on for the fall semester
as a full-time student. Drew's insurer and
Massachusetts Rehabilitation picked up the
tuition, and Drew supported his family with
a job as a security guard. Three years later.

Opposite, John Drew reads to a Head Start class in Boston that is a short walk from ABCD headquarters.

he had his degree in accounting and finance,
and credentials as a CPA. He landed a job as
an auditor with the international accounting
firm Peat, Marwick, Mitchell (now KPMG),
where he worked for several years. With
his new position, he moved his family out
of public housing. One of his assignments
was an audit of a struggling Boston social
services agency called ABCD. That’s when
Hyman, who was running the Roxbury
Neighborhood Corporation and was an
ABCD board member, first met Drew.
“I found him to be a really good guy who
understood the business, and was com
mitted to the organization and the work,”
Hyman says.
At 35, Drew had been considering leaving
the accounting firm when he started working
on ABCD’s audit. Impressed by his work,
then ABCD president Robert Coard asked
Drew to become the agency’s budget director
for six months to sort out its financial prob
lems. Within a few months. Drew was named
finance director, and never looked back. “It

was a challenging time, but it was an excit
ing time,” he recalls. “There were all these
people who needed help, and they weren’t
getting it. We saw ourselves as being in a
position to do something about that. That
mission really became part of my DNA.”
Level the Playing Field

fter a half-decade, Drewwas promoted to ABCD’s
deputy executive director,
but wanted to expand his
academic credentials with
a master’s degree. After starting at Babson
College in Wellesley, Massachusetts, Drew
transferred to Suffolk, located near ABCD’s
headquarters across from the Boston Com
mon. “ABCD was at best a start-up, large,
and, like any start-up, somewhat chaotic,”
he recalls. “It didn’t have a lot of systems in
place. I had my CPA, but by being enrolled
at Suffolk for my MBA, I was able to imple
ment the business practices I was learning
about in class. I was able to institute ideas

‘i CAME IN FOR SIX MONTHS TO HELP
OUT, AND 41 YEARS LATER, HERE I AM.
IN A WAY, THERE WAS NEVER A GOOD
CHANCE TO LEAVE, BECAUSE THERE
WAS ALWAYS SOMETHING TO BE DONE.”

and theories related to real estate manage
ment and financial management. I was us
ing all of the skills on the job that I learned
about in class. What I learned while earning
my MBA at Suffolk University helped ABCD
in the long run, as a business and as a major
human services force.”
While Suffolk helped Drew hone knowl
edge of how to run an organization and man
age its many people and departments, he also
finds time to maintain contact with clients
like Paola Garcia, a young Boston mother,
whose daughter Emily is in Head Start.
“One of my goals is to become a lawyer.
It was my dream since I was a little girl,”
she says. “I couldn’t do it if ABCD and
Head Start didn’t ask what was stopping
me. Because of my English, I was afraid to
go to college. But thanks to the support of
ABCD, I got my girl into Head Start as child
care, then I got myself into ESL classes.
And I keep working on my English so I can
achieve my goal.”
Like her brother Iain, Olivia Drew spent
time at ABCD, and credits her father’s work
there for her decision to pursue a nursing
career. “I always understood that my father
helped people, but didn’t realize the gravity
of the situation for a lot of people until I
was a little bit older,” says Olivia Drew, who
is also a behavioral neuroscience major at
Northeastern. “It made me appreciate him
even more for putting so much into helping
people get the same opportunities, and give
every person the same chance to be where
they want to be. He wants everyone to get
those opportunities, whether it’s being
financially stable or happy and healthy. My
dad just wants to level the playing field, and
I’m very proud of that.”
John Drew is proud that, despite con
stant threats of government cuts, ABCD
continues to serve some of society’s most
vulnerable citizens.
“Being poor does something to your
spirit, and we want people to have inde
pendence, a sense that they have some con
trol over their lives,” he says. “We see people
who have been victims of domestic violence,
are disabled, or just can’t find a job. The fact
is unless we pay attention to them, it’s going
to be a lost generation. And if they have chil
dren, those children may be lost, too. That’s
something we have to change.” O
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that a woman’s ex-husband can cut his child support pay
ment by nearly $50 a week, and the woman’s lawyer,
Jasmine Elatab ’14, can barely contain her disappointment.
After months of delays, it’s a surprising end to a trying case
at the Edward W. Broolce Courthouse in Boston. This is
Probate and Family Court, where the frayed remains of re
lationships and familial ties are legally sorted and settled. At
least that’s the intention, but, as Matab has come to realize,
nothing in these wide, gleaming corridors is that simple.

when the hearing began, Elatab was confi
dent that her client, a single mother, would
not be forced to make do with less for her
5-year-old son. Her former spouse claims a
medical problem prevents him from getting
a better paying job, and though he has no
paperwork to support this, a reduction in
child support is granted. That the amount
could have been cut even more is not lost on
Elatab; this is the kind of law lesson better
learned in a courtroom, not a classroom.
A third-year law student, Elatab is par
ticipating in Suffolk Law’s Family Advocacy
Clinic (FAC), which gives real-world legal
experience to students. These are not mock
trials. Students are assigned clients and
must prepare and present their cases before
a judge. And since these are family court
cases, the serious issues can vary from child
custody and support to divorce and do
mestic violence. This is why Elatab, whose
devotion to helping children once made her
consider a career in childhood nutrition,
wanted to be part of the Law School’s clini
cal program.
“As cliched as it sounds, I’ve always had
this inherent interest in helping people,”
says Elatab, who has a psychology degree
from American University in Washington,
D.C. “It was just a matter of me finding the
right outlet to do it. I wanted to affect people
long-term and make an actual difference.”
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Win-Win

FAC is one of 10 in-house clinics offered
at Suffolk Law to second- and third-year
students. “Legal education began to recog
nize the need for experiential learning for
law students in the ’60s and ’70s, so there
was a burst of clinical programs for law
students,” explains Suffolk’s FAC Director
Maritza Karmely, who also teaches a trial
advocacy course in family law. Along with
practitioner-in-residence Christine Butler
JD ’78, Karmely is one of the supervising
attorneys who attend court hearings with
students. “Little by little, most law schools
began to develop their own programs,”
Karmely says. “It’s fair to say that family law
cases are the kinds that have always needed
help, and there’s even more of a need for our
kind of legal services. It’s a win-win: the stu
dents get real-life lawyering experience, and
clients get needed representation.”
Established in the early 1970s, FAC was
one of Suffolk’s first clinical programs. In
addition to the courtroom component,
students must attend a seminar each week
on lawyering skills and ethics, a supervision
meeting focused on professional develop
ment and case strategy, and log a minimum
of 13 hours a week on their cases. Recently,
the Law School’s clinical programs were
cited among the nation’s best by U.S. News ft
World Report.

Butler, who has been involved with
domestic violence issues for more than 30
years, notes an expansion at Suffolk Law in
both the number of clinics and the areas and
fields of law they cover. “The multiple clin
ics now available to students provide more
students the extraordinary opportunity to
practice law under the guidance and close
supervision of an experienced attorney,”
Butler says. “It is hard to imagine a more ap
propriate way to help law students transition
into practicing attorneys.”
To find its clients, FAC has a contract
with HarborCOV, a Chelsea, Massachusetts,
organization that provides emergency and
long-term support services for victims of
domestic violence, especially in Chelsea
and the surrounding areas of East Boston,
Winthrop, and Revere. FAC-eligible clients
must fall within federal poverty guidelines.
Usually, they would have no choice but to
represent themselves in court because they
can’t afford an attorney, but FAC helps level
the field, says Michaela Moshier, a Harbor
COV legal advocacy specialist.
“They’re an incredible resource for us.
In addition to having experienced domes
tic violence, most of our clients are almost
always low-income, and we serve a lot of
immigrants and non-English speakers—
people who are facing additional barriers
in accessing the justice system and getting
legal representation,” she says. “To be able
to refer clients in need of legal services to
[FAC] directly and get people in touch with
representation they probably wouldn’t have
had otherwise is an amazing opportunity.”
A Hand to Lead You

On the airy floor where family court is held,
the halls teem with men and women await
ing their moment before a judge. Amid the
cacophony of various languages and fussy
babies, some gather with family mem- ,
bers, while others hunch over smartphone
calculators running figures on child sup
port payments. Still more sit alone, a worn
manila folder stuffed with various court
documents, certificates, and receipts held
on their laps. When their name is called,
they will enter the court pro se, meaning
they will represent themselves. The process
“isn’t a friendly one, especially to people
who may not speak English and may not

A third-year law student, Jasmine Elatab '14 is participating in Suffoik Law's Famiiy Advocacy Ciinic.
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know how the system here works,” Moshier
says. Yet for Elatab’s client, the court experi
ence is vastly different. Long before her
hearing begins, the woman sits with Elatab
and Karmely, as well as an interpreter since
the client is not fluent in English. They dis
cuss strategies and weigh options with the
client as an active participant.
“I feel like I can show clients that I relate
to them,” says Elatab, 25, who hails from
North Haledon, New Jersey. “It shows them
that you want to solve their problems, and
I’m sincerely doing this from a position that
we’re in this together. I’m your voice. I hope
people are in tune with that, and we can
build a case together.”
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Clients are informed up front that law
students supervised by attorneys will rep
resent them, Moshier says. “People know
that if at any time they’re not happy with
the services, they don’t have to continue, but
I haven’t heard from anyone that they’ve
been unhappy,” she says. “People are usually
pretty grateful for the opportunity to have
legal assistance.”
Either Butler or Karmely attends a
student’s initial interview with a new client,
but they remain as unobtrusive as possible.
“We’ll sit [in]—not to direct the interview
but to be in the background—and then sit
down later with the student attorney[s] to
talk to them about how they think it went.

what they think worked, what they could
do differently,” Butler says. “During a ses
sion with a client, we’re not going to stop [a
student attorney] mid-sentence and say, Y^ou
forgot to ask about this,’ because that’s not
going to engender confidence for the client.”
While clients know a seasoned latvyer
will advise their attorney, “Students are
really good at engaging with the clients and
establishing a working relationship with
them,” Butler says. “If their first reaction
might be, ‘Oh gosh, is this a student who’s
going to represent me,’ they become more
and more comfortable as they spend time
with the student attorney—and the fact that
they know we’re in the background.”
Several years ago, Sindy Munoz, who
lives in the working-class city of Chelsea
across the Mystic River from Boston, was
referred to FAC for a child custody issue.
Without FAC, she would not have had legal
representation, she says. “The student I
worked with seemed like she was a lawyer
already. She explained a lot and she knew
what I wanted. She was driven, but she
never doubted what I wanted. She was
always checking up on me and my son in
emails, text messages, and calls. At the end
of the day. I’m the one making the decisions,
but it’s good to have a hand to lead you.”
For the law students, the guiding hand
comes from Karmely and Butler. In court,
they sit at the la-wyer’s table with the stu
dents who present the case before the judge.
Says Elatab, “I feel like we won the lottery
with Chris and Maritza as advisers. They
never get impatient, they really teach you A
through Z. They make it the best learning en
vironment possible.” Lauren Standiford ’14, a
clinic fellow last summer, called Karmely and
Butler “a safety net,” but added that the two
seasoned attorneys “didn’t step on my toes or
force my hand in making any decisions.”
“I remember one negotiation, my second,
and I was sitting across the table from two
attorneys, both speaking at me at the same
time, and [I] looked at Chris, like, ‘Which one
of them do I address?’ So, Chris took the lead
on that issue because she had worked on this
case for a year and I was just getting my teeth
sunk in,” says Standiford, 26. “It’s great when
you have that ‘deer-in-the-headlights look’ to
have her be able to help me. But it’s not like
Chris takes over and I’m just playing on my

Above, Lauren Standiford '14, a clinic feiiow iast summer, discusses
a case (oppesite) with Suffoik's FAC Director Maritza Karmeiy.

iPhone. I’m not just passively involved. I’m
still actively taking notes and thinking about
what they’re saying, because I have to report
everything to the client. But that was an
instance when I felt, ‘Thank goodness I have
someone here with 30 years of experience.’”
Cross the Bar

For Elatab, there’s now “a change of energy”
she experiences walking into a courtroom,
but it wasn’t always that way. She recalls
a case where, in order to pass a note to a
state Department of Revenue attorney, she
needed to cross the bar, the long wooden
railing that separates the judge, jury, court
officers, and attorneys from others in the
courtroom. “At first I felt like a law student,
like I was out of place. The attorney was all
the way in the front, and she asked us to let
her know what we decided to do. You can’t
talk in court so Maritza said, ‘Just go, walk
through, and hand her a note.’ And I said,
‘Cross the bar? You mean I’m just allowed to
walk in it? Do I have to ask someone’s per

mission?’ And she said, ‘You’re an attorney,
you’re allowed there.’
“I was convinced the judge would stop me
and say, ‘No, you are out of place, you don’t
belong here. What are you doing, child?’ But
as soon as I crossed that bar, sat next to her,
and passed her that note, I felt like this was
my place and I felt more comfortable,” Elatab
says. “It’s a little thing, but I felt like I was
playing the part until then when I turned into
the part. It’s like being in the cool kids club.”
Standiford’s entry into “the cool kids
club” came quickly—her first court date
was also her third day of work at the Family
Advocacy Clinic. “I hit the ground run
ning and never quite stopped. The day and
night before [my first court date], I worked
for hours with my calculator adding and
re-adding all of the child support payments
a father had made to one of my clients. I re
member looking at the clock on the wall in
the office and saying, ‘Is it really 7:15 p.m.?
I really have to be in front of a judge in just
over 14 hours?’ But I was ready, as everyone

always seems to be ready for the big day
they’ve been thinking about for months.”
Standiford made her argument—the father
was representing himself—and the situation
was mediated in her client’s favor without
a judge. “I left feeling like I’d just won the
lottery for my client,” she says. “These are
people who have real problems on their
hands and we’re their only resource.”
That realization—that the strategies
pursued and decisions made in these court
rooms can have long-lasting ramifications
for their clients and families—is not lost on
either Elatab or Standiford. It is also what
moved them to pursue this clinic and fuels
their desire to continue this work postgradu
ation and beyond.
“It’s honestly disturbing to me to think
our clients aren’t the only people with these
problems and there are other people who
don’t have anyone to help them,” Elatab says.
“Advocacy is everything to me, and being
part of this clinic is one of the best decisions
I’ve made in law school.’” O
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Advancing Suffolk

Dear Fellow Alumni,

Communiciltions
coach Trisha
Griffin-CartyBA
'71 and Su^lk
Law Alumni Bmrd
Member wb
Howley JDK

RECENTLY, AS A MEMBER of a panel interviewing
candidates for a vice president slot at my company,
I was reminded of sitting on the opposite side of the
table, decades ago. As a 3L, I committed one after
noon each week between my Wills and Civil Practice
class to review several binders (yes, nothing was ‘on
line’ back then) of jobs which lucky alum had landed.
I remember an entry that caught my attention from
a recent Law grad working at the United States Office
of Special Counsel in D.C. The Suffolk grad had
completed an alumni question
naire answering a variety of
questions about her current job.
Back then, I hoped to work
in a district attorney’s office but
those positions were reserved
for the politically and well con
nected or proven oral advocates
who had several moot court vic
tories under their belt. Neither
characteristic described me.
And so I wrote to the U.S.
Office of Special Counsel to
apply for an attorney position.
I was shocked when I received
a phone call asking me to come
down for an all-expenses-paid
interview. At that time, it seemed
too good to be true. Why would
a prestigious federal agency with
countless excellent area law
schools choose me?
I spent the weekend taking a
trip to the local mall for a white
shirt and red power tie. As I
left Reagan National Airport and
entered one of several enormous
federal buildings downtown, I
couldn’t help but think that all I
needed was an opportunity to he
myself and shine.
I sat in a conference room
anxiously waiting to meet my
interviewer. Fortunately I was
welcomed with a friendly face,
a nodding ‘I understand’ when I
offered an answer. It was from
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my very first boss, Ralph Eddy,
who had spent his entire career
mentoring and coaching new
lawyers joining the ranks of the
federal government. Our conver
sation was relaxed, talking about
the attributes that come with the
importance of hard work, the
right attitude and remaining true
to oneself even in such a political
environment as Washington.
At the end, Ralph mentioned
having great luck with a Suffolk
grad—yes, the same alum com
pleting that questionnaire—
who had recently returned to
Boston. In fact, he said that if I
could bring the same abilities
as the other Suffolk grad, things
would work out fine. Shortly af
ter that interview, I was offered
the job. And that was the start
of my long career in adminis
trative law and regulations.
And the Suffolk Law alum
who completed that question
naire? We never met, but if
you’re reading this THANK
YOU for paving the way and
personifying all that it means to
be a Suffolk grad.
Sincerely,

POSTSCRIPT BY
TRISHA GRIFFIN-CARTY, BA 71
Rob’s interviewer knew the best way to iearn about a candidate’s skili,
experience, and possibie fit was to set the stage for a reiaxed two-way
conversation. In my work as a communications coach, I encourage
interviewers to focus on the person behind the resume. Here are a few
tips to improve your I.Q. (interviewing quotient);
Consider how to “set the stage” for
a professional and relaxed two-way
conversation.

Spend more time listening than
speaking. Remember, the goal is to
learn about the candidate.

Well-conceived questions prompt
more complete answers. Ask openended questions that encourage the
candidate to respond using actual
school/work examples.

Start (but don’t stay) with the
resume. Qualities such as a strong
personal drive may not show up
in print.

Actively seek out Suffolk graduates
for openings in your companies.
ROB HOWLEY, JD ’92, MEMBER,
SUFFOLK LAW ALUMNI BOARD

Consider taking a chance on a can
didate who demonstrates a strong
work ethic.

ONLINE To

get answers to your questions about interviewing, contact the Career Development
Center, careers@suffolk.edu, or visit www.suffoik.edu/careers
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When was the last time yen felt inspired
to write your employer a check?
IT SPEAKS VOLUMES THAT SO MANY EMPLOYEES OF SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY ARE AMONG
ITS MOST CONSISTENT DONORS. SUFFOLK ALUMNI MAGAZINE ASKED A CROSS-SECTION OF STAFF
AND FACULTY WHAT MOTIVATES THEM TO CONTRIBUTE SO CONSISTENTLY.

AS A SUF
FOLK ALUM I
WANTED TO
GIVE BACK TO
THE UNIVER
SITY THAT
PROVIDED ME
WITH VITAL
EDUCATION
VIA TEACH
ING. SUFFOLK
UNIVERSITY’S
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
ARE BRIGHT
PROFESSORS
WHO ARE
DEDICATED
TO THEIR
STUDENTS,
HIGHEST
STANDARD OF
EDUCATION,
SMALL CLASS
ES, AND THE
UNIVERSITY’S
LOCATION.”
DAVID HARTSTEIN,
BSBA ’85, MBA ’86,
EXECUTIVE IN
RESIDENCE, MARKETING

“I first contributed to Suffolk upon graduation. I think my favorite thing about how the Alumni Association
encourages alumni to donate is that they simply encourage the act of donating, no matter how big or small.
Every little amount makes a difference, and being able to specify where you’d like your gift to go gives a personal
touch to giving back. What makes me ‘re-up’ every year is still feeling connected to the Suffolk community
and watching the institution continue to grow as a whole and being able to see what’s in store for its future.
I was able to do some amazing things as an undergraduate at Suffolk, and now, as a staff member, I’d like to help
ensure that students that come after me have the funding for similar experiences.”
PAT NOBREGA BA ’12, STAFF ASSISTANT, OFFICE OF STOOENT AFEAIRS

“I had the opportunity to meet so many prospective students and families
from all walks of life who I knew could really benefit from our unique
educational experience. So many students who weren’t just interested in
coming to school in Boston, but who wanted to be a part of the city;
students who would take full advantage of all we have to offer: students who
were not just interested in taking, but also giving. Too many of them, however,
could not afford to enroll here. Some would scrape together all they could to
make it happen, only to realize after their freshmen year that they couldn’t
afford to continue with us. Being in my pesition, working every day te attract

and enroll these deserving students, made it even more heartbreaking when we
lost them te other schools. At the start, I was struggling to raise
my own family as well. I knew I couldn’t contribute much. But when I thought
about all of the other folks here in a similar position, many who’ve been
here much longer than me, I figured even a little something from everyone
could help our students. Continuing to give has been easy. Years after
my arrival, Suffolk’s mission remains strong. The students with financial

need who could thrive in this environment are as well-deserving as ever.
WALTER CAFFEY, VICE PRESIDENT, ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT

TVE BEEN INCREDIBLY IMPRESSED BY DUR STUDENTS AND
THE CHALLENGES THEY’VE FACED, AND SACRIFICES
THEY’VE MADE, TD PURSUE THEIR DWN DEDICATIDN TO
HELPING OTHERS. THIS IS WHY I CONTINUE TO CONTRIBUTE.
I’VE BEEN BLESSED BY HAVING AN INCREDIBLY REWARDING
LEGAL CAREER, INCLUDING, NOW, THE OPPORTUNITY
TO TEACH HERE. THE FINANCIAL DEMANDS ON STUDENTS
ARE SO MUCH GREATER NOW THAN THEY WERE WHEN
I WAS IN LAW SCHOOL, AND I HOPE TO HELP SUPPORT OUR
STUDENTS IN ACHIEVING THEIR GOALS, BEYOND WHATEVER
I MIGHT CONTRIBUTE IN THE CLASSROOM. ”
DIANE S. JULIAN, CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF LAW

“My first contri
bution to Suffolk
was as a volunteer
coming back to
speak to history
majors. Througn
that experience
and from my
own strong affin
ity for Suffolk,
I began giving
back through
financial support
shortly thereafter.
Each year I have
continued to in
crease my support
as I feel as though
I am continuou^y
enhancing my
own relationship
with Suffolk as an
employee, as
a “double Ram”
and as a proud
alumna. I have
the advantage to
work at Suriolk
as an alumna so
I get to see every
day the impor
tance of support
ing our University
and the students
I work with.”
ELIZABETH CONLEY. BS 07. MPA 12,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT

‘^Anything we can do to support the school and reduce
the debt burden on our graduating students is importantf9
JOSEPH W. GLANNON, PROEESSOR OE LAW

Advancing Suffolk Fall 2013 Events
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Thanks to Suffolk alumni, students, families, staff,
and friends for making our first Homecoming a
success, as the University shined brighter than
ever. More than 800 members of our community on
campus attended more than 25 events. [1] Alumni

and students matched wits during Trivia Night at
the Red Hat. [2] President McCarthy with alumna
Elaine Schivek BA '53. [3] Suffolk students show
off their Homecoming pride. [4] Suffolk's mascot
Rammy greeted attendees at a Homecoming wel
come reception. [5] The Annual Half Century Club
luncheon honored its members, inducting the Class
of 1963. Robert Allison, History Department chair,
shares his Suffolk memories. [6] Members of the
Half Century Club.
ONLINE For a photo, video and social media recap of
Homecoming Weekend, visit suffolk.edu/homecomingIS
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2013 Summa Reception
NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM / OCTOBER 19, 2013
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The New England Aquarium was the venue for the first
Summa reception celebrating the generosity of Summa and
Frost Society members. [1] Edward Fannon, Irish Gannon
MPA '97, and John Schwartz MHA '11. [2] Suffolk Jazz
Ensemble performing. [3] John McDonnell BA '11, Russell
Dukett BSBA '11, Trustee Deborah Marson JD '78, and
Joe Ryan BS '11. [4] Russell Dukett BSBA '11, Kenneth
Mooney BS '77, MBA '80, William Mclsaac BSBA '70,
Francesco Daniele MBA '04, John McDonnell BA '11,
Paul Nevins BA '66, JD '78, Darren Donovan BS '83, John
Schwartz MHA '11, T.J. Lacey BS '83, and John McDonnell
BSBA '83. [5] Peggy Nucci, John Nucci MPA '79, Chairman
Andrew C. Meyer Jr. JD '74, H.LLD '99, Catherine McDonnell
BA '84, and John McDonnell BSBA '83. [6] Nicole Zerola
JD '01 and Paul Zerola JD '01. [7] Susan Roche, Gary Sullivan
BSBA '91, Ashley Zolenski, and James Salini BSBA '74.
[8] Law Professor Kim McLaurin, Law School Dean Camille
Nelson, Sandra Kfoury, and Paul Kfoury JD '68. [9] Paul
Nevins BA '66, JD '78 and Suffolk students. [10] Rampage
sings Suffolk's alma mater. [11] Law Professor Anthony
Polito and Vice Provost Sebastian Royo. [12] Leo Keefe,
Lucille Keefe, Christine Mooney, and Kenneth Mooney
BS '77, MBA '80. [13] Anita Turner MBA '81 and Norman
Trudeau. [14] Dennis Waiczewski BS '70, Alice Walczewski, Mary-Susan Santone BA '87, and Dante Santone BS '88.
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15th Annual
Career Forum
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL / OCTOBER 29, 2013

[1] Current law students
discuss their careers with
Erica Mattison MPA '08,
JD'13. [2] Daryl Abbas
JD '09 speaks with law
students during the 15th
Annual Career Fall Forum.
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SULS Microbrew and Boston
Chowdah Open House Reception
BOSTON HILTON HOTEL / JANUARY 2, 2014

Reception during the 2014 American Associa
tion of Law Schools' Annual Meeting in New
York City. [3] Teddy Hook JD '04, Associate
Professor of Legal Writing Shailini George,
and Sabrina DeFabritiis JD '02. [4] Golriz
Shoai-Naini JD '08 and Assistant Dean of
Students Michelle Harper JD '04.

I
Holiday Party and
Sweater Drive
WASHINGTON, D.C. /
DECEMBER 9, 2013

[5] Adam Sulewski JD '09 and
Farrah Saint-Surin JD '08.
[6] Suffolk Law alumni enjoying
the D.C. networking reception.
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New York Reception
LINCOLN CENTER, NEW YORK / DECEMBER 17, 2013

I f

[8] Alumni in New York City came together for a networking
reception and to see fellow alum Jonny Orsini BS '07 in Mac
beth at Lincoln Center. This was the first event for the newly
established New York City Alumni Network.
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Class of 1993-1994 Wine Tasting Reception
SUFFOLK UNIVERSrry LAW SCHOOL / OCTOBER 8, 2013

[7] Teri Scibelli Blum JD '94, Kim Gainsboro JD '94, Kimberly Cooperstein JD '94,
Sue Lagree BS '90, JD '94, Christine Devin JD '94, and Jane Cohen Freedman JD '94.

MBA Wine Tasting
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY / NOVEMBER 9, 2013

[10-11] Alumni and current MBA students came together for Har
vesting Success: Fearlessly Looking at the Future of your Business.
The lecture and wine tasting was presented by president and COO
of Cape Classics, Robert Bradshaw EMBA '05. This event was a part
of the Suffolk Alumni Association Inspired Career Series.

Deans’ Holiday
Reception
OMNI PARKER HOUSE/
DECEMBER 9, 2013

[9] CAS Dean Kenneth
Greenberg and SBS Dean
William J. O'Neill Jr.,
JD '74 hosted a holiday
reception for alumni in the
fields of communications,
finance, accounting,
government, nonprofit,
and real estate.
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UNDERGRADUATE

1962
Paul Rabchenuk (BA) led a group
of experts testifying before the
Massachusetts Joint Committee
on Education of the (MA) House
and Senate. A bill he authored
would require genocide education
in the world history curriculum of
elementary and secondary schools
in Massachusetts. The bili also
calls for funds to educate teach
ers about this topic and provide
educatlonai materials. Paul is an
attorney in Salem, MA and visiting
professor at Salem State Univer
sity where he teaches Civil Rights
and Civil Liberties.
1963
Santa Cruz, CA-based artist Pat
Michaud’Towery (DIPLOMA) has
received numerous awards for her
watercolor paintings and handmade
paper pieces which reflect ancient
and contemporary expressions with
fibers. Her works have been pub^
lished in calendars with a subject of
Japanese Koi.
1964
Richard Santeusanlo (BA) was
inducted into the Danvers [MA]
Public Schools Hall of Honor "for
his significant contributions to the
school district." He served there as
school superintendent for thirteen
years. He began his teaching career
in Revere and was a professor of

-•at'

education at Suffolk from 1966 to
1976. Richard currently serves as
Director of the Reading Certificate
Program at the MGH Institute of
Health Professions.
1973
[1] Francis J. Farina (BSBA) CPA
joined the faculty of Ralph W. Ketner School of Business at Catawba
College, Salisbury, North Carolina
as Associate Professor and Director
of the School's Institute of Ac
counting. Frank's son Mark is a first
year student at Suffolk University
Law School.
1974
Patrick Crowley (DIPLOMA) has
"repositioned himself." The owner
of Crowley Design has added small
business image development pack
ages to his practice which includes
graphic design and art direction.
1975
[2] Since 1994, Paul Dover (BS)
has been principal and creative
director at Dever Frankian
Advertising Communications, a
full-service agency in Milford, MA
specializing in B2B. This spring,
the agency will celebrate its 20th
year in business.
1976
"Thank you Suffolk University for
my start in professional sports
management, radio, TV and jour
nalism," writes Bob Stackelbeck
(BS). And what a career it has

*>T

been: former sports reporter for
WRKO (Boston), WLLH (Lowell)
and WHAV (Haverhill), covering
three Super Bowls and three
World Series; member. United
States Professional Tennis As
sociation; and teaching/touring
pro with the World Team Tennis
League, founded by Billie Jean
King. "I would love to hear from
you, especially my old teammates
and players from the Suffolk
University Men's Tennis Team,
1968-76," Bob adds. "Thanks for
the memories."

took the grand prize of Ovation's
Artists in Motion contest.

1980
"Hi—from a long ways away—
I can say it's been a strange, long
trip, too," reflects Susan Peterson
(BA). "After graduation, I went to
work for daily newspapers and fell
into my specialty—medical writ
ing—and also right into the AIDS
epidemic. People with AIDS were
my age, a bit older and seemingly
a lot younger, and I realized life
was short. In '95,1 switched paths
from journalism to somatics and
I do medical massage now. Writ
ing? A hobby, sort of. Nice to get
paid to do it."

1995
"Hey there," writes William Ogg
(BSBA). "I enjoy reading Suffolk
Alumni Magazine [and] I wanted
to share my success story with
my business that I started up back
in the Fali of 2005.1 decided to
follow my passion in life and work
with animals. I own a personalized
pet service in Charlotte, North
Carolina. I have carried over sev
eral business practices that were
taught to me during my courses
at Suffolk. Moreover, my dream
was to become independent as a
college student in the wonderful
city of Boston. Suffolk supplied
me with the necessary tools to
support my passion and build a
healthy business."

1983
"I always have news," reports
Bov Flaxington (BSBA). "I will be
launching an Internet TV show on
the Conscious Evolution Media Sta
tion called Human Behavior Coach
TV. Bev also taught three classes
last semester "for my beloved alma
mater."
1987
Karen (Shine) Nelson (MPA) RN
enjoyed her second year as VP of
Quality, Compliance & Regulatory
Affairs for Partners Continuing
Care. Partners Healthcare at Home
and the Spaulding Rehabilitation
Network were saddened by the
Marathon bombings, and humbled
to be able to care for so many of
those injured. Karen also spent time
on the Suffolk campus, teaching
HLTH860, Leadership & Ethics
in Healthcare Organizations. A
lovable hound named Jacoby joined
her family this year, and all were
crestfallen by Ellsbury's defection to
the Yankees. "Jake" is now getting
used to it.
1993
In November, Eric Lappanen (BSBA)
had a full gallery show at Asymmetrick Arts in Rockland, ME. His work
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1994
[3] Reverend Virgil Gordon Glenn III
(BA) has announced his candidacy
to be the next editor of the Chris
tian Recorder newspaper of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church.
This election will take place at the
50th General Conference of the
AME Church in 2016 in Philadelphia.
In March, Reverend Glenn and his
wife Rachel welcomed their second
child, Virginia Grace.

2001
Roxane Romulus Withers (BS)
and Arthur James Withers III were
married on September 27, 2013 in
Norcross, GA. They honeymooned
in beautiful St. Thomas. Smiles and
greetings from the beautiful U.S.
Virgin Islands.
"I've been designing custom plush
for the ABC-TV show Betrayal," re
ports Laura Granlund (BFA). "Keep
your peepers peeled for background
stuffed animals."
2002
"I'm proud to share my news that I
was recently hired by the California
Highway Patrol," writes Ryan Win
ters (BA). Following six months at
CHP Academy in Sacramento, Ryan
will be assigned to patrol in one
of the eight divisions in the state.
"Excited to follow in my father's
footsteps," he adds, "and have a
career in law enforcement."
Laura Piscopo (BA) spoke to K-8 stu
dents, faculty, administrators and
parents for the annual Veterans Day

program at Meadowbrook School of
Weston in November. Laura spoke
about her experience enlisting at
age 17 into the Army Reserves and
training as a linguist and intelligence
analyst. She tied in theme of the
miiitary with the values of the
school, focusing on leadership and
teamwork. Laura just completed her
MPA program at Suffolk.

at
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was unsure of my ability to fulfill
the duties of my job [that] required
me to conduct free workshops at
different organizations around the
city to teach women how to negoti
ate for their wage. Sounds simple
enough, if the material wasn't so in
tricate. At first...I wasn't sure how
to do it without making it seem like
'another workshop.' But I remember
taking a class with an amazing
professor by the name of Gini
Mann-Deibert who taught a course
about how women were portrayed
in the media...I started to draw
back on all these notes I took for
the class and voila, my workshops
became a lot more vivid. I was able
to demonstrate how much the wage
gap has affected me and has been
affecting the audience of women...!
was so thankful for Doctor MannDeibert's lessons because I was not
only able to apply them to everyday
living but I was able to use them
to show women that even though
we are placed in a 'different light'
from our male counterparts, we are
able to defend ourselves and receive
what we know we deserve...! have
gone from conducting workshops
at Wonder Women of Boston
to Society of Women Engineers
(Northeast chapter)...! really want
to send a special thanks to Gini
Mann-Deibert. She was very patient
and gave great life lessons that I am
now able to pass on to other women
and affect change in their lives."

offered. I was able to study abroad
in Madrid...! am always open to new
adventures. Can't wait to see what
else the future brings!"

[4] Julie Pham (BSBA) married
Gerald Theresin from France in April
2013 and completed the IN6 NYC
marathon with a time of 5:23:28 to
raise money for Save a Child's Heart
Foundation. Her indie film. Pane/)
Money, was released on DVD.

2013
[6] CampusTap founder and CEO
Remy Carpinito (BSBA) writes,
"During my final year at Suffolk Uni
versity I was able to fund my dream
and found my startup, CampusTap,
an online and mobile platform which
allows students to interact with
their classmates and find on-campus
events to attend based on their
interests. CampusTap's mission is
to help students learn, collaborate
and transition from academia to a
career. Upon graduation this past
summer I moved out to San Fran
cisco to work with my development
team. \We have officially relocated
back to Boston, and are renting
workspace at Exponential Boston, a
co-working ed tech space in the Back
Bay. I'm really excited to have the
whole team out here and formally
have our headquarters in Boston.
We launched our Alpha test at
Suffolk this semester and currently
have a couple hundred Suffolk users
testing the program. Our launch
party was hosted at Suffolk Univer
sity and with over 200 students in
attendance, it was a huge success.
We are looking forward to officially
launching the full version of our
product next semester at Suffolk,
as well as a few other select col
leges in Boston."

2006
"I have been living in Sydney
[Australia] working at Destination
NSW, a tourism events company, as
an Events Research Officer," writes
Trkia Curran (BA), "and am engaged
to be married in early Spring 2014 to
Mark Bentwitch. My love of travel
stemmed from my involvement in
InterFuture, Suffolk's intercultural
studies program."

[7] "I raced last year with the XC
team before I graduated in May," re
ports Jesus Portillo Mulero (BSBA).
"Before I joined the XC team, the
most I'd ever run was 3 miles. With
them I raced 5 miles in the woods,
I never thought that one year later,
I would be doing my first Ironman...
I finished 2 half Ironmans in 14
days. Moreover, I finished top 5 in
my age group in the last one."

2003
"Currently living in Scottsdale, AZ
with my husband of 3 years, Keith
Yandle, who plays professional
hockey for the Phoenix Coyotes,"
writes Kristyn (O'Brien) Yandte
(BA). "We have two beautiful
daughters, Mila Cecelia, who is two
years old and Lola Martine, who is
six months ofd."
2004
Greg Jones (BSBA) welcomed Doro
thy Nanette Jones on 11.1.2013.
She was 6 lbs., 9 oz and 19.5 inches.
Joan Recchia (BSBA) is completing
her Master of Science in Manage
ment: Research Administration
program at Emmanuel College in
Boston. "I wish Suffolk had a simi
lar program," she notes. "Thanks
to the great faculty at Suffolk
University."

2009
"I recently started my own busi
ness," reports Andrew Redvanly
(BSBA). I launched a stylish, high
performing athletic line this past
summer that I have been designing
and working on over the past two
years. We have a great brand and
product and we recently got our golf
and tennis line into 3 top 100 golf
courses in the U.S.. We are always
trying to get our brand and product
out there and we figured that this
outlet would be a great one."

Amanda Rosenblatt (BSJ) writes,
"I am still a freelance pop culture/
fan culture sociology-oriented press
writer working full-time in medical
billing and collections, but I am
writing my first book and podcast
ing every week."

home and community...! am training
for my second half Iron Man...l am
using my connections with the
community and passion for fitness
to try and inspire others to live a
healthy lifestyle and connect." Cid
works at webydo.com.

"I am working towards a very im
portant goal in my real estate career
in San Diego, CA," writes Louis Ray
Brignac (BS). "I am striving to be
inducted into the National Realtor
Magazine"30 Under 30" feature
showcase. I'm also working as the
Suffolk University liaison to San
Diego, which will enable me to reach
out to fellow alumni moving to the
area or just visiting."

2012

2010
"Upon graduating, I moved to New
York City to intern for NYLON maga-

"A month before graduation, I became
an employee of a vendor of the De
partment of Youth Services," writes
Katelyn Gilbert (BS). "I work with
at-risk male youth in a detention set
ting. Suffolk gave me the confidence
to achieve my career goals."
"I wasn't too sure when my SU
educational experience would kick
in, but lo and behold, it did," writes
Chardiine Chanel-Faiteau (BS).
"When I was hired as [Boston] May
or Menino's wage gap negotiator, I

I - '*

zine," writes Kelley Garrard (BA). "In
2011,1 was hired as their marketing
designer, handling all their creative
design for marketing, advertising,
e-commerce and events."

2011
"I've been living in Tel Aviv,
Israel for two and a half years now,"
writes Cld Carver (BSJ). "There
have been bumpy roads with learn
ing the language and integrating a
new culture, but I have found my

[5] From Veronica Monterosso
(BA): "As of now, I am working for
Mystic View Design, a small graphic
design firm in Chelsea, MA. I found
out about this job through the
Suffolk Alumni Facebook page. Upon
starting, I realized the owner of the
company was a Suffolk alum as well
and attended NESAD. Small world!
This job has been great...Aside from
work and school, I have been able
to travel with friends to Miami and
Puerto Rico...I love traveling and
wilt try to do it as often as possible.
Suffolk was a great place to attend
school because of the travel it

STAY CONNECTED
You can reach your classmates on the following pages through
the Suffolk University Alumni Association Online Community.
If you are not currently a member, please email SuffAlum@Suffolk.edu
for your user ID number to register. Registration is free and the
easiest way to stay in touch with Suffolk University’s 70,000
graduates worldwide. (Due to privacy concerns, we are unable to
print or provide individual contact information.)
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period of time, I was employed full
time at the IRS. In 2008,1 was hired
full time as an instructor. This was
a dream come true for me. I love
teaching at this University."

Robert Petemel (BSBA) is "cur
rently in the process of launching
my own sock line. Dress socks are
something that I am passionate
about and with the knowledge I
gained from Suffolk and my current
MBA program, I hope to have the
line launched and In local stores
and online within the next year!
There were a few small businesses
that started up when 1 was attend
ing Suffolk and that truly inspired
me to do something myself."

"A few weeks after the class of
2013 commencement, and receiv
ing my diploma, I had the exciting
opportunity to travel," reports
Zerina Dervisevic (BS). "The four
years I spent at Suffolk University
have definitely influenced and
shaped me as an individual [and]
travelling throughout Europe reaf
firmed that. With an open heart, I
was able to completely submerge
myself in foreign places, learning
from rich cultures, languages, and
traditions of those who I came into
contact with. Traveling is a wealth
like no other."

1973
Bill Driscoll (MBA, BSBA 72) writes,
"I became a CPA in 1977. From 1977
to 2008,1 was an adjunct Professor
of Accounting at Suffolk. During this

In 2008, William Casey (MBA
73, BSBA '66) retired from The
Co-Operative Central Bank, Boston
after a 28-year-career, serving as
president and CEO from 2000 until
his retirement.
1987
"I recently completed my PhD in
Organizational Psychology," reports
Pat Griffin (MBA) "and am currently
consulting and teaching psychology
at SMCC [Southern Main Commu
nity College] in South Portland, ME."
1989
Joe Kaplan (MPA) is working as
the Director of Norfolk County
[MA] RSVP (Retired Senior Volun
teer Program).
1995
[8] "Years ago, I finished my MBA
at Suffolk but the memories are
still very present in my life," writes
Idoia Azaidegui (MPA). "Nowadays
I'm the general manager of
POLYMAT, a research investiga
tion linked to the University of the
Basque Country. I'm responsible for
operating processes, project and

r,

personnel management, subjects of
a legal, fiscal and economic-finan
cial nature as well as resources of
the research center."
1996
Tina Bronkhorst (EMBA) co
founded CoPiloted, "a web-based
service that provides investors
with advice for 401ks and other
retirement accounts." She lives in
Westwood, MA with her husband
Mike and son Jonathan.
1999
[9] Ron Massa (MBA), far left above,
president of RMA Electronics, Inc.
in Hingham, MA, is currently In his
20th year with the company. RMA
Is a worldwide distributor of indus
trial video products for machine
vision, CCTV, and video security.
"I was promoted to Director of Fo
rensics in the CJN [Communication
& Journalism] department," notes
Suffolk staffer Jodi Nevola (MA).
2004

Incapital, Inc. was established by
Paul Louie (MBA) who notes, "We
are part of a nationwide network
of independently owned and oper
ated companies with access to
hundreds of lenders specializing in
helping businesses achieve their
growth goals."

2006

Danielle Wuschke (MBA) has been
named general manager of FleishmanHilliard's Boston office. She
will oversee the office's operations,
financial performance and senior
staff of the global communica
tions firm.
2007
In 2013, David Ortendahl (MBA) and
his wife Melissa welcomed identical
twin boys into their family, bringing
the total to 5.
2008
[10] "I currently am the PR
manager for Studley, a leading com
mercial real estate brokerage firm
in New York City," writes Angela
Bonnici (MA).
[11] "We're hiring the best,"
writes Environmental League of
Massachusetts president George
Bachrach of ELM's new legislative
director Erica Mattison (MPA
'08, JD '13). "ELM is delighted to
have Erica join the ELM team and
strengthen our advocacy work
at the State House." Erica has
served as Executive Director of the
Massachusetts Caucus of Women
Legislators and as a legislative aide
to Massachusetts State Senator
Cynthia Creem. She created and
coordinated Suffolk University's

IN MEMORIAM
Sidney Aronson. JD '32 (IO/5/II)

Edward P. Farren, Jr., BS '86 (8/21/13)

Emitle F. Athanasoulis, JD '79 (3/13/13)

Brian D. Ferullo, BSBA '67 (II/6/I3)
Thomas Forbes, MBA '77 (8/6/il)

Bruce Ballard Babcock. MBA '93

(9/24/13)

Elizabeth L. Fowler, BA '83 (7/12/13)

Charles B. Bateman, JD '67 (9/1/13)

John D. Galaris, MBA '81 (10/6/13)

Anne Marie Bergeron. MED '79 (8/7/13)

Stanley W. Haney, MBA '80 (9/4/11)

Louis Brown III. BSBA '67 (9/16/13)

John Frederick Hannon BSBA'56,

Harry E. Bungard. MBA '78 (10/4/13)

M6A'66 (9/20/11)

Edward H. Masterson, Jr. JD '68

(8/14/13)
Margaret E. McCormack. MBA '79

(9/12/13)
Joseph A. McDonald, BSBA '68

(10/23/13)

Philip A. Pisano, Jr, MS '83 (9/20/13)
Charles T. Poulios, BSBA '64 (II/II/I2)
Stephen H. Prosser, MED '89.JD '98

(10/10/12)
Maryellen E. Rieschick, BSJ '84.
MA '04 (11/7/13)

Stephen J. McGrath. JD '78 (8/9/13)

John A. Roberson, MPA '76 (8/1/13)

Paul X. Moran, JD '53 (4/28/13)

William F. Roberts, Jr. MBA '80 (7/19/13)
Mr. Joseph A. Ryan. BA '51 (9/15/13)

Mr. Paul H. Calof. MBA ’69 (8/1/13)

John 0. Hodges, Jr. JD '69 (7/10/12)

Robert J. Morrill, BSBA '75 (I0/I/I3)

Kirti B. Chakrabarti. MBA '84 (12/26/11)

Charles A. Hubbard, JD '50 (10/19/13)

Mr. John S. Nicholson, BA '64 (10/14/13)

Patricia Sinclair, BS '66 (10/20/13)

Robert J. Consavage. JD '02 (12/24/11)

Robert A. King MBA '78 (8/23/13)

Michael E. O’Brien, BA '68. JD '70

Edward R. Skeffington, JO '66 (8/13/13)

Charles J. Dabokis, BSBA '61 (9/24/13)

Anthony P. Leitao, BSBA '7I.MED '76

Joseph P. Donovan. Jr. JD '80 (9/21/13)

(9/24/13)

David H. Dowling, JD '62 (9/3/13)

Romeyn Lippman, Jr. BSBA '48(f/l3/l3)

Neil R. Driscoll JD '60 (10/24/13)

Kenneth M. Lombard. JD '75 (8/20/13
Heidi E. MacLaren, JD '81 (9/3/13)

Philip Faixone. BSBA '67. MBA'73

(8/4/12)
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William A. Mahoney. JD '71 (8/3/13)

(9/12/13)
The Hon. John H. O'Neil. JD '55

(8/19/13)

Richard M. Stanton, JD '60 (9/23/13)
Maureen E. Carlsen Sylvester, BS '61

(10/20/13)

Donald W. Oakley, JD '76 (8/7/13)

Rebert J. Tropea, BA '79 (7/25/13)

Joseph T. Panessiti, BSBA '49

Joseph A. Vandini, BS lO.MSCJS '13

(10/25/13)

(10/10/13)

Shannon Fahey (MSCJS/MPA)
writes, "I was recently named
the Massachusetts Department
of Corrections's coordinator for
the Overcoming the Odds reentry
initiative targeting state inmates
releasing to the City of Boston. I
am a program coordinator in the
Reentry Services Division."

2011

SAM V^NTS YOU...'
TO SHARE YOUR NEWS! Class notes in Suffolk Alumni
Magazine (SAM) can include family, education and career
updates, travel highlights, awards and honors, shout-outs to
classmates—anything that you'd like to share with your 70,000
fellow Suffolk graduates. We also welcome your high-resolution
(minimum 300 d.p.i.) photos.
Connecting or re
connecting with your
classmates is simpler
than ever. Submit
your class notes:

Via Web;

suffolk.edu/alumni
Via E-mail:

classnotes@
suffolk.edu

Via Post;
SUFFOLK ALUMNI
MAGAZINE
Class Notes
8 Ashburton Place
Boston. MA 02108

Congratulations to IdoU AzaMegiri MBA US, from Guipuzcoa, Spain, whose name was chosen in
a random drawing from all class notes electronically submitted for the Winter 2014 issue of SAM.
Idoia will receive an SU sweatshirt, mug, baseball cap and surprise close-out item curated by Steve
Snow. Manager of Suffolk University Bookstore, on campus and online at Suffolk.bkstr.com. To
enter the drawing for the Spring/Summer 2014 edition of SAM, submit your news via web or email.
From new (non-repeated) class notes submitted electronically by March 31, 2014, one name will be
selected randomly to receive a Suffolk Swag Bag described above.

award-winning sustainability
program and served as the point
person for the University's LEED
certified buildings.
"I am currently a research finance
manager at Partners Healthcare,"
writes Steve T. Quinn (MPA). "I
got married October 4th, 2013 In
Bradford, MA. I am also going to
run the 2014 Boston Marathon fund
raising for Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society."

2010

In 2011, Dave Henchy(MBA)
launched Harvest Delivery, a Cape
Cod company that delivers fresh
fish to consumers. The "Cape
Cod Fish Share" is designed to
"bring the sustainability model
full circle."
True confession: "Thought I might
as well try and win the swag bag,"
quips Heather Berkowitz (MA) of
the coveted
class notes grab
bag booty. "Got engaged In May and
starting a new job with Herb Cham
bers [MA automobile dealer]."
In 2013, Jamie Manning (MBA)
and Adriano Varassin (MBA '10)
launched Snagastool "to help bar
patrons reserve barstools at Boston
area pubs. They were accepted to
the TechCrunch Pitch Off in Seattle
and Boston and demonstrated their
mobile application at the New Tech
Boston Showcase. The venture was
featured in TechCrunch, CrunchBase
and Bostinno. They look forward to
2014 as they expand their services
into more bars, coffee shops, and
pool halis.
2012
Steve Belec (MPA) was recently
hired as the Director of Consumer
Services at the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts Division of
Insurance. Before moving on from
his previous position as Director
of the Mayor's Health Line under
the Menino administration, he had
obtained the largest monetary
grant in the state to implement a
healthcare Navigator program under
the Affordable Care Act.

1981
In September 2013, Alan Kravetz
(JO) was named president and
chief operating officer of LMCA,
which specializes in "building
strategic brand extension licensing
programs" and includes among its
clients AT&T, Mack Trucks, Pepsi,
The New York Philharmonic and
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Prior to joining the firm in 2007,
Kravetz's roles included president
of Frye Boot Company and Director
of International Sales and Market
ing at the Rockport Company, a di
vision of Reebok. LMCA CEO Allan
Feldman said, "Alan's formidable
licensing and business background,
along with his forward thinking
mindset and strong work ethic
make for a perfect fit with the mis
sion and goals of the company."
1990
In July 2013, Michelle N. O'Brien
(JD) was named managing director
of Mackie Shea O'Brien, PC. The
firm focuses on environmental,
land use and renewable energy law.
1991
"I'm pleased to share that Heaven's
Kitchen with Janette, my cooking
show on Braintree [MA] Community
Television, has just aired its 15th
episode," reports Janelle Malafronte
Snarsky (JD '91, BSBA '87). "I was
just featured for a cooking with kids
feature for 'Parent Buzz,' the parent
blog of boston.com. Hope to sport a
'Swag Bag' and post a pic of me in
my NEW Suffolk hoodie. When I am
cooking in my Eastman kitchen in
New Hampshire, my favorite cooking
shirt is my Suffolk Law sweatshirt
that is now over 20 years old!!!!"
1992
Jean Terranova (JD) was recently
hired as the Director of Food and
Health Policy for Community Serv
ings of Jamaica Plain (Boston),

fulfilling her "grand scheme to
become a food lawyer." Jean has
been working with the American
Bar Association on teaching and
writing about legal issues and the
sustainable food movement.
1997
David Lucas (JD) opened Lucas Law
Group, LLC in Melrose, MA, focus
ing on probate, estate planning,
real estate, business/corporate and
serious personal injury.
2002
Dawn Ethier Young (JD) was
named partner of Atwood & Cherny,
P.C., where she focuses on complex
domestic relations, including high
conflict custody disputes, support
and asset allocation. Dawn lives
in Braintree, MA with her husband
Don and their two daughters.
2006
[12] Michael Ortlleb (JD) is now
a partner in the Hampton, New
Hampshire firm of Simmons &
Ortlieb, PLLC, where he practices in
the area of family law, estate plan
ning and civil litigation. In 2012,
Michael was selected to participate
in the NH Bar Leadership Academy,
a program designed to cultivate
present and future leaders in the
New Hampshire Bar. He lives in Do
ver, NH with his wife of 18 years,
Crystal. They welcomed their fifth
child, Damien Lee, in June 2011.
In September 2012, Michelle-Kim
Lee (JD) married Bret Cohen at
Turner Hill Estate in Ipswich, MA.
The bridal party included Emily
(Kretchmer) Winthrop (JD) and
Christine A. Bogie (JD).
2007
Fort Hill Companies President and
CEO William F. Lyons Jr. (JD) com
pleted two masters degrees in 2013;
a Master of Strategic Studies at
U.S. Army War College and a Master
of Transportation & Urban Systems
at North Dakota State University.

Since her graduation, Colleen
Hennessy (MS) writes, "I have
moved to sunny San Diego. It's
beautiful out here, but I definitely
miss Boston's culture and big city
fun (and the T, the public transport
out here does not come dose). I
have gotten my California license as
a professional clinical counselor and
am currently working with homeless
folks with mental illness. I learned
so much from living in Boston and
going to Suffolk that has carried
over—there's definitely a lot of
cutting edge ideas about how to
help the homeless back In Boston
that are just starting to get over
to California; I feel so ahead of the
game for having that knowledge. 1
definitely have to thank the career
services department at Suffolk for
always being willing to help me with
resumes and cover letters, even
after I graduated!"
Joshua Bell (MSPS) of Providence,
Rl was honored to receive the
City of Providence's Veteran Civic
Engagement Award for his work
with the veteran community as
an AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer
at the Diocese of Providence. Josh
was one of five awardees-one of
two civilians-to be recognized. The
award and citizen citation were pre
sented by the Mayor of Providence,
Angel Taveras.
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BackStory

by DAN CONLEY JD ’83

GRIN AND BEAR

“SMILE MORE.”

It seems like a piece of advice
no political candidate should
need, but it was one I received
over and over again during my
campaign for mayor of Boston
last year. When you want to con
nect with people and convince
them of your commitment to
their best interests, you’d be
crazy not to make your first and
last impression one that features
a wide and toothy grin.
But while I was running for
mayor on nights and weekends
and during the occasional lunch
break, I also had a day job—that
of district attorney for Suf
folk County, one of the most
densely-populated regions in
the state, with about a quarter
of the Commonwealth’s violent
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crime—and my public appear
ances in that capacity didn’t
afford me much to smile about.
Less than two weeks after I
declared my mayoral candidacy,
for example, terrorist bombs
claimed three lives at the Boston
Marathon—a scene I’d left less
than half an hour earlier, and
one to which I immediately
returned to oversee the death
investigation that Massachu
setts law made my responsibility
until our federal partners took
jurisdiction. My wife and I had
been just a few feet from where
the second bomb would go off.
As DA, I had a professional obli
gation that day, but my feelings
of outrage were deeply personal.
A few months later, a cold
case investigation we had jump-

started late the previous year fi
nally bore forensic fruit, leading
to the conclusive identification
of Albert DeSalvo in the 1964
murder of Mary Sullivan—a de
termination that finally brought
closure to her family. There’s a
sense of satisfaction in answer
ing a question that puzzled so
many for so long, but it was
hardly a cause for celebration.
During another two-week
period not long after, Boston
was rocked by three homicides.
When good news comes
in cases like these, it’s that a
suspect has been identified or
apprehended—cold comfort to
the parents, children, and loved
ones left to carry on after suf
fering the ultimate loss. I very
often meet with those families.

and the last thing I can imagine
doing in those circumstances
is smile. Add to those highprofile cases the thousands that
were perhaps less serious but
still momentous to the victims,
witnesses, and even defendants
they involved, and the weight
of being Boston’s chief law
enforcement official was hard
to shed during a quick ride from
the office to a campaign event.
This isn’t to say that there
weren’t moments of cheer in
the weeks between early April
and late September. In fact, I
enjoyed it a great deal. I had an
outstanding team with innova
tive ideas, an electorate that
challenged and inspired us every
step of the way, and a field of
fellow candidates whom I genu
inely liked and respected (and
still do). No one was sure what
to expect during the city’s first
truly contested mayoral race in
decades, but what we got was a
team of rivals: Bostonians from
very different walks of life with
what were at times very differ
ent ideas about how best to lead
the city, but all deeply commit
ted to making it a better place to
live, work, go to school, and raise
a family. We were political, to
be sure, but much more sporting
than vengeful, to name Boston’s
three famous interests.
I would never have run for
mayor if I didn’t hope to win,
and I wouldn’t have dared hope
if I didn’t think I could succeed.
But with the campaign behind
me and the breakneck pace of
the trail giving way to a more
predictable one that allows me
to see my incredibly supportive
wife and two wonderful kids
again for more than an hour
at a time, I do believe I smile a
little more.

illustrationby JOHN CUNEO

When I first became a student
at Suffolk, I did not know in
what direction my life was
heading. Suffolk University,
its administrators and
professors, embraced me as
a student. The caring and
concern for me as an indi
vidual allowed me to grow,
learn, and eventually excel as
an entrepreneur in the food
industry. From these experi
ences I vowed to help support
Suffolk and its students.
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My Suffolk education enabled
me to extend educational op
portunities to my wife and my
children who went on to suc
cessful careers in business and
law. We decided to give back
to the place where all of our
family’s good fortune began,
Suffolk University. Throughout
the years we have believed
in giving back and now see
firsthand through our family’s
scholarship fund what we can
do for others. Including Suffolk
in our bequest allows for us
to continue to support the
J. Robert Johnson Centennial
Scholarship Fund we estab
lished in perpetuity.
I would ask all graduates to
look at where their educa
tion at Suffolk University has
taken them throughout their
lives and then to consider the
reward of supporting Suffolk
and its students so that these
same students may have the
same opportunities.
I. ROBERT JOHNSON
BSBA’63,MBA’68

Founder and Chairman of
Yankee Marketers, Inc.,
Trustee, Suffolk University,
with Sandra Johnson
If you are inteiested in supporting Suffolk through your estate plans,
please contact Associate Vice President, Development Ryan McDonald at
617-994-4231 or rmcdonald@suffolk.edu.
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